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Modern manufacturing systems face ever-increasing pressure to maximize efficiency of production processes, minimize downtime due to unexpected deviations from normal operation, and maintain agility in dynamic market conditions. Detailed, real-time asset tracking is essential for achieving these goals.

Pallets are widely-used for transporting raw materials, intermediate products, and final products in automated assembly and manufacturing lines. A sophisticated pallet monitoring system can provide possibilities for optimizing pallet routing in real time, enable dynamic scheduling changes, and historical traceability required for error diagnosis and repair. Traditionally, pallets are monitored by networks of sensors, such as RFID readers or proximity sensors to collect location data. These sensor networks are rarely dense enough to provide precise continuous data about pallet location. Real-time pallet tracking data is thus limited to recording timestamps at static checkpoints.

This thesis presents an asset-aware management tool for continuous pallet location monitoring based on event logs obtained from intelligent wireless devices embedded in each pallet. Each wireless device, equipped with a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope, provides accurate information about pallet movement. The raw sensor data is pre-processed into an event stream, which is sent to a server over a 6LoWPAN network. The software developed in this research implements an algorithm for processing event logs to determine exact pallet location using artificial intelligence techniques. Calculated pallet position can be provided to high-level enterprise systems, and to manufacturing execution systems for use in scheduling, routing, and visualization of the production line. Designing the SCADA system was also part of this thesis.

The solution was successfully deployed in the FASTory, a 12-cell light assembly line in the Factory Automation Systems and Technologies Laboratory (FAST-lab.) at Tampere University of Technology, as part of eSONIA, a European Commission-cofunded research project on using service-enabled embedded devices for realizing an asset-aware, self-recovering plant. The proposed solution demonstrates a novel approach for continuous, real-time pallet location tracking based on wireless sensors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

When a Scottish philosopher Adam Smith more than 200 years ago published his famous work The Wealth of Nations about division of labour and resources, he would probably never believe that his idea will completely change the face of modern industry. However it took more than one century until the idea of resource division was for a first time fully transformed into reality by Henry Ford. In 1913 he managed to develop a first assembly line for a mass production of legendary car model Ford T. Both labour and resource division significantly improved the efficiency and volume of production. Most of the machines turn to be used in their full capacity and moreover there was no need for workers to know how to build a complete car anymore. They just executed a few operations related to his or her skills and shift the product further in process chain. [1, 2]

Many things has changed since that time - new technologies were discovered, there was a revolution in electronics and informatics therefore workers are being replaced by faster and more precise robots, a single modern production machine is now capable to provide many operations at one grip and overall control has become highly automated, however the Ford’s main concept of assembly line has remained until nowadays almost the same. Whether it was breakthrough Ford’s manual line, semi-automatic mass production line in 80-ties of last century or modern automatic high-customized lines, all of them have one thing in common - Logistics.

The raw material, various components and product itself must be simply transported somehow from one machine to other machine; from one workstation to another; from factory to customer and that all happen in exact time, place and volume. The more sophisticated product, the more components is needed, more operations must be done and more complex transport system has to be developed. In fact, there are two possibilities – either the product is localized due to its size or specific features at one place and material is brought to that place (for example aircraft industry or ship manufacturing) or the machines, components and other resources are localized at certain places and the product itself is transported from one station to another. In this latter scenario, the products usually move for instance on rails, rollers, belts, they hang from ceiling transport system or they move in tubes or on air-cushion. Due to their size it is an easy and efficient way of transport and it could be found in many areas of industry (for example automotive industry, food industry, chemical industry or electronics) as well as in the testbed used in this research.

During recent years there has been increased demand for mass production of high customized products like cell phones, tablets or PCB circuits generally. Their manufacturing has become highly complicated task requiring sophisticated web of interconnected assembly lines, which are capable to guide automatically a product throughout nu-
merous workstations to produce desired final product in the most efficient way. Very common solution for transportation of these products is a manufacturing carrier called an industrial pallet or simply a pallet that is carried by a belt conveyor system.

The pallet serves as a product carrier, which provides smooth movement of product during transportation throughout whole conveyor system as well as fixed product position if necessary. The pallet is usually made from a metal frame, equipped by a convenient interface to hold product itself. As soon as the product is completed, it is taken away from the pallet and stored. The empty pallet is subsequently sent back for new material and next production cycle starts. Under normal circumstances the pallet should never leave current conveyor system. Obviously, the more complex conveyor system is developed, the more difficult is his monitoring. Conventional systems use for monitoring usually a set of sensors (capacitive, inductive or RFID sensors) distributed around the line to detect pallet presence and thus provide basic information about current pallet position. From the process control point of view is this system relatively sufficient till the pallet control operations (changing directions, entering workstations, stopping etc.) take place exclusively at sensor places. However, every product that is often held by even more valuable pallet, presents for a company a significant asset that needs to be monitored continuously throughout the process to prevent potential losses or damages. Such a monitoring tool is called asset-aware management tool and development of its techniques is currently under intensive research. Some works related to this topic are listed in Chapter 2.6, which is dedicated to the state of the art of localization and monitoring of various assets.

1.1.1 Problem Statement

Mainly during the last years, in the time, when economic crises came, the vendors tended to optimize their processes and production lines to found all possible faults, incongruities and ineffective procedures like never before. Having numerous pallets with products on top of them represents for each vendor considerable assets and thus their continuous monitoring to prevent damages or losses become one of their main objectives. Unfortunately, traditional monitoring based on a network of distributed sensor cannot simply provide desired results. There is actually no information about pallet movement or position in between those sensors. If certain pallet stacks somewhere, falls down from conveyor or it is in the worst case even taken out by irresponsible operator, the conventional monitoring system would never be capable to detect it and react appropriately. Therefore, a problem of continuous real-time monitoring of pallets became a main motivation for this research and for writing this thesis as well.

Nowadays GPS (Global Positioning System) has become a main leader in localization systems for all outdoor activities since it is a simple and reliable technology, which provides relatively high accuracy. However, as everybody knows, it is not applicable in places out of sight of satellites and therefore there is currently an extensive research for developing enough reliable and easy applicable system for indoor premises, too. There are many proposed ways among which two most significant approaches are distinguish-
able. First one is an orientation towards localization using wireless sensor networks (signal strength, time of signal flight, signal angle etc.), while the latter one and of which also this thesis is part of, is based on application of inertial sensors. There is more space dedicated to both approaches in Chapter 2.6 where their advantages and disadvantages are depicted.

1.1.2 Justification of the Work

The research described in this thesis was written for a Department of Production Engineering in Tampere University of Technology (TUT) as a part of European project under the umbrella of ARTEMIS JU called Embedded Service-Oriented Monitoring, Diagnostics and Control; Towards the Asset-aware and Self-recovery Factory (eSONIA). From the project name is already evident that the main objectives of eSONIA project will head towards development of tools for asset-awareness and self-recovery in production plants using embedded devices.

Therefore also this research aims to develop expedient tools for real time positioning and monitoring of production assets in form of manufacturing carriers transporting products by implementation of low-cost and low-powered wireless embedded devices. Wide interoperability of the final solution is ensured by using 6LoWPAN as a wireless communication technology that supports direct network connection by IPv6 without a need for any gateways and versatile web services as a way of data transportation. Together with other research activities within TUT eSONIA research group, there is going to be build a prototype for Asset-aware Management Tool for complete monitoring of a production line.

1.2 Work Description

1.2.1 Objectives

The primary objectives of this thesis are as follows:

1) Design and implement to wireless embedded devices an algorithm, which will generate appropriate event logs based on MEMS data describing movement of manufacturing carrier.
2) Deploy the wireless embedded devices to carriers and establish their wireless communication
3) Propose, develop and implement algorithms that utilize artificial intelligence for real-time continuous carrier monitoring and its localization within production line by using event logs generated from wireless embedded devices.
4) Design and develop a graphical user interface that allow user to:
   o Design own arbitrary map of production line
   o Real-time monitor all pallet positions
   o Monitor pallet position based on historical event logs stored in database
1.2.2 Methodology

The approaches how to accomplish thesis objectives are:

1) Establish wireless communication using given wireless technology – deploy 6LoWPAN edge routers and set correctly the communication protocols
2) Execute a sequence of measurements to collect raw accelerometer and gyroscope data, while carrier moves in conveyor system
3) Design and simulate event log generating algorithm based on measurement data and deploy it to wireless devices
4) Make a literature review to find out the optimal solution for algorithm development while taking into account an event based character of the process
5) Design the key elements of overall software architecture and implement it (run server, create web service endpoints, develop GUI for monitoring and testing purposes and develop their mutual communication)
6) Make as soon as possible first algorithm prototype and verify its properties in order to keep agile process.
7) Based on the first results either continue or revalidate used algorithm – repeat this test-validation approach as many times as possible. If necessary apply different algorithm.
8) Verify the results
9) Polish the graphical user interface

1.3 Thesis Outline

The content of this thesis is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 is dedicated to provide reader necessary theoretical background to understand the fundamentals of methodologies and technologies that are used throughout this thesis. Chapter 3 describes chosen methodology that is going to be used for developing the final solution and outlines the process of its implementation. The implementation proper is going to be explained in Chapter 4, while results and their discussion can be found in Chapter 5. The thesis is concluded by Chapter 6 that is dedicated to final conclusions of the thesis.
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The aim of this chapter is to present a necessary theoretical background and literature review for reader to understand the content of this thesis and used technology. Because of large diversity of used technologies, the chapter is attempted to be arranged in three sections. First section of this chapter is dedicated solely to artificial intelligence as a research field that utilizes methods for autonomous solution of relatively difficult tasks without human interaction and with capabilities of self-learning. The second section attempts to get a reader familiar with theory related to used devices and communication technologies. Thus, a theory of micro system technology is presented, of which sensors are used for pallet movement detection, followed by data transfer technology called 6LoWPAN that is used for wireless communication between the sensors and outer world; and theory of Web Services as way of data transfer and presentation. In the last, the third, section a current state of the art is outlined to show the link between the thesis work and the present edge of research in this field supplemented by their comparisons.

2.1 Artificial Intelligence (AI)

In this chapter Artificial Intelligence is going to be introduced, as a multidisciplinary research field that attempts to develop autonomous tools for solving various tasks. At first a brief introduction is going to be given to get reader familiar with concept of AI. The following subchapters will be dedicated to a description of intelligent agents as a core element of any AI solution together with description of environment as a place or problem the agent is dealing with. Finally the chapter is concluded by two subchapters that present a minimum theoretical background of two AI disciplines that are going to be used in the further research. The first is related to a decision theory, as a theory describing a methodology for an agent how to decide “well” in particular situation and localization as a technique for finding agent’s position both in known and unknown environment and which is used mostly in branch of mobile robots.

2.1.1 Definition and introduction to AI

From time immemorial, the human mankind have tried to understand a process of how humans think i.e. how people can perceive, understand, predict and manipulate things surrounding them, in order to define the key element, which distinguishes people from animals. However, the attempt of Artificial Intelligence goes even further; it does
not only try to understand the process itself but also it tries to build new intelligent entities to copy human intelligence. [3]

The history of AI is relatively new and goes back to 50’s of last century along with a birth of information technology. Since that time the AI has matured a lot and nowadays encompasses many research disciplines. However, the more branches exist, the more perspectives on AI objectives arose and the more difficult is to determine unified proper AI definition now. Nevertheless, as is mentioned in [3], all AI definitions generally vary along two main dimensions:

- **Thought process and reasoning** – it is a human-centred approach that focus to measure success in terms of fidelity to human performance by implementing empirical science i.e. hypothesis and experimental confirmation.

- **Rationality** – rationalist approach which involves a combination of mathematics and engineering to fulfil some goal or to optimize a process.

Throughout the rest of the thesis, a focus will be given especially to the rational approach of AI since it corresponds to a subject of this thesis – pallet localization represents a goal, which a certain AI algorithm must fulfil in order to increase the possible output (accuracy). In following chapter a rational or intelligent agent is going to be introduced as the central of intelligence in rational approach.

### 2.1.2 Intelligent Agents

According to [3] an **agent** is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators. The simplest example is a human agent. The human agent has eyes, ears or tongue as sensors to perceive the environment and hands as actuators to interact with it. More abstract illustration can be shown in case of software agent in virtual environment. The software agent perceives data from real environment through a set of keyboard inputs, files or web streams and acts on the environment by displaying screen, writing data or controlling some real processes. In AI terminology a term **percept** refers to perceptual input and **percept sequence** to complete history of everything what the agent perceived.

If the agent is inserted to its environment, it generates a sequence of **actions** based on percepts it received, to change its state in the environment as can be seen in the Figure 2.1. To determine whether the state was from overall perspective desired and the agent performed well, there must be implemented some objective **performance measure**. Usually the performance measure is set by an agent designer, because agents alone have tendency for deluding themselves i.e. in case of failure they attempt to divert the reason to a fact that it was not actually their goal. With all this terminology it is now possible to provide a **definition a rational agent** as follows:
For each possible percept sequence, a rational agent should select an action that is expected to maximize its performance measure, given the evidence provided by the percept sequence and whatever built-in knowledge the agent has. [3]

In addition to above mentioned properties, the agent is also characterized by an environment in which the agent operates. All together it gives to every agent a unique set of properties called PEAS, which stands for Performance, Environment, Actuators and Sensors.

2.1.3 Agent environment

In general, the reason of building an intelligent agent is that the agent actually symbolizes a solution for certain problem and the problem is task environment. For instance in case of chess agent, the environment will be chess board and chess opponent or in case of automatic vacuum cleaner agent, the environment would be a house, where the agent cleans, a dust and house occupants. Naturally, there are many environments where agents can operate but fortunately according to [3] it is possible to categorize them into several groups. Each kind of environment then determines the appropriate agent design and techniques for its implementation.

**Fully observable vs. partially observable** – if agent’s sensors have constant access to complete state of the environment so the agent has all aspects that are relevant to the choice of action, the environment is called fully observable (e.g. chess board, a map for navigation agent). On the other hand the environment is partially observable, and that is the most common case, when the agent does not have enough information for making an action choice for example due to missing sensors or noise in sensors (e.g. automated guided vehicle in city – traffic, passengers, construction sites; or the automatic vacuum cleaner – unknown distribution of dust, closed doors etc.)
Deterministic vs. stochastic - if agent’s next state of the environment is completely determined only by current agent state and agent action, then the environment is said to be deterministic otherwise it is stochastic. The environment can be partially observable and deterministic at the same time. For instance battleship – players don’t see opponent’s ship location, but as soon as they select a target to fire, they either hit or miss.

Episodic vs. sequential – in episodic environment the next agent’s action is not influenced by its previous action. Each agent perceiving and then performing is divided into single action (e.g. defect search – discovery of a new defect is not related to previous discoveries). In contrary, sequential environment is characterized by sequence of actions. Current agent’s state is a result of sequence of history actions (e.g. chess).

Static vs. dynamic – if the environment can change in the middle of agent’s next action decision, then the environment is dynamic (driving a car), otherwise it is static (battleship). There is also a term semidynamic, when the environment doesn’t change, but agent measure performance change with the time of decision like for instance in chess.

Discrete vs. continuous – to determine whether the environment is discrete or continuous a closer look must be done how the time is handled and how an agent perceives and acts. For instance battleship is a discrete environment since it has discrete amount of states and agent’s percepts and actions are discrete while in case of driving a car the perception is continuous – angle of steering wheel and speed make agent’s action also continuous thus the environment is continuous.

2.1.4 Agent program

So far agents were described in a way how they interact with their environment but this chapter introduces a way how do they behave and how do they decide based on sequence of percepts what to do. The responsible “brain” is called agent program and its design is the main job of AI. The goal of the agent program is to take the current percept as input from the sensors and return an action to the actuators. Based on [3] there are four basic kinds of agent program distinguishable, which encompass the principles underlying almost all intelligent systems.

Simple reflex agents – the simplest kind of agent, where decision is made exclusively on current percept according condition-action rule while ignoring the rest of percept history. Condition-action rule is set of conditions (if something happen) and appropriate actions (do this). For instance if there is a green in traffic light – continue driving, if there is a red colour - stop the car. Simple reflex agents are very easy to develop, but their intelligence is very limited.
Model-based reflex agents – this kind of agent maintains some sort of internal model of “how the world works”. The model is either already in-built or built from percept history that agent collects during his existence. The presence of model is for agent in partially observable environment very profitable since it helps agent to keep track of the part of the world it cannot see right now.

Goal-based agents - compare to the two abovementioned agents, where decisions were made either according specific situation (e.g. every right junction turn a car left) or stored knowledge respectively (e.g. on this junction turn a car right, since on the right there is no such traffic in this hour), these agents attempt to reach a specific goal for making any decision. Thus, all agents’ activities head towards the goal accomplishment while utilizing some sort of planning or search engines. (e.g. goal-based agent might be a taxi that needs to utilize map navigation to find the path to some exact location)

Utility-based agents – however goal alone might not to be enough to accomplish a task with high-quality output. Sometimes it is necessary to add to a decision process factors such as time-consumption, energy-consumption, reliability to optimize their final output. That is what exactly utility-based agents do – they try to increase the output, the utility, of their work. Their utility function maps a state onto a real number, which describes the associated degree of high-quality output.

2.1.5 Decision theory

Decision theory is a study of principles and algorithms for making correct decisions in order to allow arbitrary agent to achieve better outcome with respect to its goals. [4] Decision theory does not attempt to be a fortune teller, but rather a procedure that produces based on all available information the best possible logical decision and minimizes a possibility of unfavourable outcome. Thus the theory may be regarded as formalization of simple common sense using mathematics as unambiguous language, in which decision problem can be represented.

Decision theory is very wide spread discipline that contains many methods and algorithms but its full description is unfortunately far out of the scope of this thesis. In this chapter there are going to be presented two major decision theory branches – Simple Decisions and more advanced Sequential Decisions. Where the main focus will be given primarily to Simple decisions, since there are going to be later on used in algorithm of this thesis.
A. Simple Decisions

Sometimes there are known as a Single shot decisions or a One-shot decision, which expresses the actual meaning even more precisely. Simple Decisions are used in episodic environment, where the focus is given solely to utility of one single action and the utility is known. Therefore an agent decides always in such a manner that it does the best what is possible in that moment, regardless if it is good also in long-term perspective. According to [5] there are six major steps which should be followed in order to make a successful simple decision and of which meaning will be describe in next paragraphs. [6]

1) Clearly define the problem
2) List all possible alternatives
3) Identify the possible outcomes
4) List expected utilities for all combinations of alternatives vs. states of nature
5) Select one of the mathematical decision theory models
6) Apply the model and MAKE THE DECISION

The easiest way how to describe working principle of the decision theory, concretely of simple decisions, is to show it on a simple example – concretely on case of businessman dilemma which is as follows.

There is a businessman, who is going in the morning to the work and wearing a perfect suit. However, he has a dilemma, whether to take an umbrella with him or not. If he takes the umbrella and it will not rain, then the umbrella will represent whole-day burden for him. On the other hand, if he let the umbrella at home and it will be raining, his suit gets wet and it needs to be cleaned, what costs him money and time.

In this example there are two decision alternatives (having the umbrella / not having umbrella), that a businessman as a decision maker can perform and two states of nature (raining / not raining) that represent uncontrollable future events. Generally, alternatives can be either open, if the range of choices can possibly expand (businessman example – he can take also a car for instance) or closed, when there is limited list of available choices (e.g. yes/no questions).

A decision is naturally attempted to be done in rational way, thus in such a way that the resulting output is always maximized (e.g. to do not unnecessarily carry heavy suitcase or pay for washing). The question however arises, how to express a value pattern for each alternative, i.e. how to assign a goodness to its future output? There are two most common ways - relational and numerical representation.

Relational representation uses for value pattern description a set of relations such as: better than, not worse than, the same as and many others. Finally, according individual preferences the best alternative is chosen. Unfortunately, relation representation in
not all the time unambiguous and so called cyclical preferences might appear, when relations close a loop and there is no best alternative. In case of businessman, the representation might look like as follows.

- *It is better to have an umbrella when is raining than not do have it.*
- *It is better to do not have an umbrella when is not raining than to have it.*
- *To have an umbrella when is not raining is not worse than to do not have an umbrella when is raining.*

In contrary, the **numerical representation** attempts to assign numerical values to each of alternatives. The numerical values are in decision theory more appreciated, since they are easy to calculate with. However, it is not easy to always transform everything to exact values. In case of businessman example, the wet suit can be washed for certain amount of money, which represents a monetary value. But what kind of value has the alternative: “to have unnecessarily heavy suitcase with umbrella when is not raining”? Thus, so called **utility** is presented to reduce all values into one single entity describing goodness in term of numbers. The way how the utility will be handled falls into fifth step of decision making and depends both on decision-making environment and used decision theory model.

Generally there are distinguishable three types of decision-making environments for which is defined several decision theory models. [3, 6, 7]

1) Decision making under Certainty – complete and accurate knowledge of utility for each alternative; there is only one utility value for each alternative

2) Decision making under Risk – multiple possible utilities of each alternative and each state of nature can be identified and probability of occurrence can be attach to each state of nature.

3) Decision making under Uncertainty - multiple possible utilities of each alternative and each state of nature can be identified but there is no knowledge of the probability of any state of nature.

**Decision under Certainty** – if all utilities are certain and known, the decision itself is reduced to simple choice of alternative with optimal utility. For instance, there are two products A and B. Product B is 15% cheaper than product A while quality of both is the same. Then the decision is clear and product B is chosen

**Decision under Risk** – instead of optimizing given utilities as in case of decision under certainty, the decision under risk optimizes expected utility while there is only a given probability for each utility that it might happen. The most common method is called
Expected Utility (EU) or in connection with money decision Expected Monetary Value (EMV).

**Expected utility** is also sometimes called more precisely as a probability-weighted utility theory that assigns to each alternative \(i\) a weighted average of its utility values under different states of nature \(j\) weighted by probabilities of those states \(p(j)\) as is shown in Eq. 2.1

\[
EU_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} utility_{ij} \times p(j) \tag{Eq. 2.1}
\]

The final decision is done based on the principle of **maximizing expected utility** (MEU) that says that a rational agent should always choose an action that maximizes the agents expected utility and thus it is chosen alternative with the highest expected utility. The principle of EU is shown in next paragraph on the case of businessman.

If for instance it is supposed that a probability of a rain is 0.1 and not rain 0.9, then the expected utility of bringing the umbrella is \(0.1 \times 15 + 0.9 \times 15 = 15\) and for not bringing the umbrella \(0.1 \times 0 + 0.9 \times 15 = 16.2\). Therefore rational businessman would let his umbrella at home and undergo the risk to be wet.

**Decision under Uncertainty**

Decision under uncertainty has available utilities for each combination alternative vs. state of nature, but there are no probabilities of state occurrence and thus optimization criteria cannot be applied. Therefore, there is used one of these four decision-making models – Maximax, Maximin, Minimax or Criterion Realism. The working principle of all of them is going to be presented again on businessman example. Utility values for all alternatives and states of nature that are going to be used for method presentation are listed in Table 2.1 in simple decision matrix. [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States →</th>
<th>Alternatives ↓</th>
<th>It rains</th>
<th>It does not rain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Umbrella</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No umbrella</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Decision matrix with expected utilities for case of businessman
• **Maximax (Optimistic)** – maximizes the maximum utility for every alternative, it looks for the best what can happen for each alternative and then chooses the alternative with biggest utility – best from the best. Very similar decision as lotto player, that just see the winning price and he or she is not interested in any probabilities. Therefore an optimistic businessman would decide not to take the umbrella since: no rain + no umbrella = 18 > 15 = rain + umbrella. [8]

• **Maximin (Pessimistic)** – maximin agent always looks for the worst utility what could happen for each alternative and then from this set chooses the best one. Hence, a pessimistic businessman would take always umbrella, since the worst utility for having umbrella (8) is higher than the worst utility for missing umbrella (0). [8]

• **Minimax (Opportunistic)** – this kind of decision is based on opportunity loss. Minimax finds always alternative that minimizes the maximum opportunity loss with each alternative. It is kind of decision when if an agent looks back after the state of nature has actually occurred and says "Now that I know what happened, if I had only picked this other action instead of the one I actually did, I could have done better". So, to make their decision (before the event occurs), they create an opportunistic loss (or regret) table. In the table for each state of nature is utility by utility of all alternatives subtracted from the largest utility for that state of nature. The loss table would look like for businessman as is shown in Table 2.2. Finally, for each alternative the highest loss is taken and picked up the smallest loss out of them. Hence, an opportunistic businessman would rather take the umbrella to suitcase (loss is 10), since he does not want to risk a bigger possible loss (15). [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States → Alternatives ↓</th>
<th>It rains</th>
<th>It does not rain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Umbrella</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No umbrella</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• **Criterion realism (Realist)** – it is a compromise between optimistic and pessimistic decision. Criterion realism uses for determining the right alternative by choosing the highest value of weight average (WA) while using coefficient of realism $a$. The coefficient $a$ is arbitrary estimated. Each utility is weighted as shown in Eq. 2.2. Maximum utility of each alternative is weighted by $a$, minimum utility of the alternative by $1-a$ and any utility value for other state of nature is omitted. [5]
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

\[ WA_i = a \times (\max Utility_i) + (1 - a) \times (\min Utility_i) \]  
Eq. 2.2

Table 2.3 Criterion realism table for businessman example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States → Alternatives ↓</th>
<th>It rains</th>
<th>It does not rain</th>
<th>WA (a=0.8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Umbrella</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No umbrella</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 2.3, the highest average weight in businessman example is for his second alternative and thus a realistic businessman would let the umbrella at home.

B. Sequential Decisions

Sequential decisions are decisions, where the agent’s utility is not known during the moment of decision as in simple decisions, but it depends on sequence of decisions. Therefore, techniques such as planning and searching are applied to calculate whole sequence of actions that will lead to maximized utility. Very nice example of sequential decision making is chess, where the overall utility (winning) does not depend only on one particular figure movement but complete sequence of them. Three major sequential decisions are commonly used - Markov Decision Process, Partially Observable Decision Process and Game theory. Due to limited space of this thesis, only a very brief description will be given to each of them. [3]

Markov Decision Process (MDP) – MDP is applicable to fully observable environments and is based on Markov Property, which says that agent’s action, which leads to another state, depends only on the state the agent is right now and not on the preceding states. MDP is characterized by a transition model of the environment, where the initial state is known and all possible transition from each state are known as well. Each state is determined also by a reward function describing how “good” the state is to reach the final desired state. Desired state has naturally the highest reward. Transition model or reward functions are usually invariable, but the point is to find the optimal policy, as a function that tells agent how to act on every state to yield the highest expected utility. [3]

Partially- Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) – while MDP was applied to fully observable environment, POMDP are used if there is an uncertainty whether the agent actually is on certain state and if the policy for supposed state will be correct. Thus POMDP works instead of agent’s actual state with agent’s belief state, as a state that with the highest probability represents agent state. [3]


**Game theory** - A multiagent decision model of optimality takes into consideration not only maximized utility, but also the interaction between agents, who are playing against each other. Game theory attempts to look at the relationships between agents in a particular model and predict their optimal decisions. [9]

### 2.1.6 Localization

Everybody knows that robots have become in recent years inseparable part of industrial production and human lives almost too. Step by step, they increase their capabilities – become faster, smarter, efficient and thus slowly take over human daily routine work. Therefore, nobody would be surprised that AI plays in their development a significant role. In fact, a robot is an excellent example of a physical agent that perceives environment with its sensors and manipulates the physical world by its effectors.

Localization is in robotics very intensively investigated problem since knowledge about where things are is at the core of any successful physical interaction of any robot. Generally, the problem of localization is in AI highly reduced to problems related to robotics. Since a localization of a robot as a physical agent in physical environment has much in common with pallet localization as a topic of this thesis, there is going to be given more space to it in the next subchapters for its further explanation.

Sebastian Thrun distinguishes in his work [10] generally three major robot localization problems. The simplest problem is a **position tracking** or sometimes called as dead reckoning, where an initial robot position is known and the problem of localization is reducing only into error compensation of robot odometry.

Bit more difficult localization problem is **global localization problem**, in which a robot does not know its initial position in advance and must find it from a scratch. As soon as it is found, one or more hypothetic positions are then followed.

Nevertheless, the most challenging problem is a **kidnapped robot problem**, in which an already well-localized robot is teleported to some different place without being informed. Hence, the robot must not blindly rely on its hypothetically found place at the time of kidnapping, but be still able to appropriately react and check other location possibilities, too. This kind of problem was intensively investigated in last decade and many new methodologies were elaborated such as Monte Carlo Localization, SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) or Markov Localization, known as Kalman Filters. In next subchapters will be some of them presented in more details. According to [11] localization techniques fall into three basic categories.

- Behaviour-based approaches
- Dense sensor matching
- Landmark-based approaches
**THEORETICAL BACKGROUND**

**Behaviour-based approaches** – behavioural approaches rely on the physical interaction of robot actions with the environment to navigate. Behaviour-based localization does not rely on any internal map as a central representation of world but the world is a map itself. The computational path from sensor to actuator is minimized to maintain high interactivity with the physical world. The robot’s activities produce behaviours that are “layered” on top of each other in such a way, that robot localization capabilities are increasing. Behaviour-based approach is very similar to behaviour of insects and in fact is commonly used for localization of small robots with very limited computational capabilities indeed. For instance, behaviour-based robot can replay a sequence of its movements to find out the direct way to its initial position. [11, 12]

**Dense sensor matching** – the algorithm attempts to match dense sensor scans against a surface map of the environment without extracting any landmark features. In case of complex maps, where it is very difficult to determine proper landmarks, is this feature a significant advantage. One of the most known dense sensor matching techniques is scan matching. The scan matching is a process of translation and rotation of a range scan (ultrasonic scan, laser scan) in such a way to achieve the highest possible overlap between sensor scan map and a-priori map of environment. The result of a scan matching is a single Gaussian distribution over the environment map, that can be calculated for instance by Kalman filters. [11]

**Landmark-based approaches** – these approaches use landmarks, stable, recognizable features, distributed throughout the environment to make estimates of position that are combined with a model of the robot’s motion. The strength of landmark-based approaches is applicability in wide range of environments – indoor or outdoor, using natural or artificial landmarks. On the other hand, it is a bit challenging to use these approaches to dynamic environments with lack of landmarks and while the sensor measurements are generally noisy. There are three major and most promising approaches – triangulation, Markov localization (Kalman filters) and Monte Carlo Localization (MLC) which are going to be briefly described in next paragraphs. In addition, a special chapter dedicated only to MLC will follow later on. [13]

**Triangulation** depends on the range and bearing to set of landmarks and uses geometrical functions to compute a single point that is most consistent with the current location. Triangulation is probably the oldest localization techniques known from ancient times and surprisingly even nowadays many robots systems use for their navigation right this method. Triangulation may be done with low weight given to previous object positions and probably nowadays the most known application is GPS. [13]

**Markov localization** addresses the problem of state estimation based on sensor data. It is a probabilistic algorithm that maintains a probability distribution
over the space of all hypothetical places (beliefs), where a robot might be. The probabilistic representation allows weighing each hypothesis in a mathematically sound way. Markov localization is characterized by updating all state beliefs in form of new probabilistic belief distribution \( Bel(\zeta) \) after every sensor measurement. This method is very suitable for kidnapped robot problem, since it always maintains also other hypothesis. However, even though Markov localization is quite efficient, it requires some extra computational time to compute all coefficients and covariance, which can be critical for some real-time localization systems. [14]

The Figure 2.2 illustrates a working principle of probabilistic localization. Initially the robot does not know where it is and thus the \( Bel(\zeta) \) is uniformly distributed (Figure 2.2a). Then the robot observes a door next to it and changes its belief accordingly (Figure 2.2b). Subsequently robot moves a certain distance forward and as a result, the belief is shifted too and flattened (Figure 2.2c). Finally, the repeated observation of a door presence prompts the robot to modify its belief as is shown in Figure 2.2d. The belief now corresponds to a real location.

![Figure 2.2 Working principle of probabilistic localization [15]](image-url)
Monte Carlo Localization is another probabilistic localization algorithm that has been successfully used for many years in mobile robot navigation. In fact, MCL is very similar to Markov Localization. MCL in comparison to Markov localization represents the probabilistic distribution as a series of samples. The density of samples then represents the probability that a robot is at certain position. MCL, as well as Markov localization, is able to solve both global localization problem and kidnapped robot problem in very robust and efficient way.

In MCL large number of hypothetical states is initially randomly distributed around the space in form of particles. With every object move, subsequent sensor measurement is taken and the probability of hypothetical state is updated. The higher density of particles in certain state space, the higher probability the state represents the actual robot state. Because the total number of particles must be always constant and most probable states “consume” the biggest amount of particles, it logically means, that the improbable states have low or no particles at all. Although this property gives MCL very high robustness, it is also its main drawback. If there are no particles left in certain state, there is no chance at all for the algorithm to revalidate this state for potential object occurrence. This might be problem for instance in case of solution of kidnapping robot problem. One of the most common reasons is a usage of very precise sensors that do not give any uncertainty to robot movement and thus spread more the probability distribution. The simplest solutions might be to add to a sensor signal an artificial noise. [10]

The Figure 2.3 shows very nice graphical visualization of working principle of MCL for global localization problem. In Figure 2.3a, an initial phase of MCL is shown and particle distribution is equally spread around the space. As soon as the robot makes first measurement, the particle distribution is immediately updated and its result can be seen in Figure 2.3b. It is clearly visible that particles gathered mostly in two positions due to ambiguity in geometric properties of robot environment. However, as robot proceeds the environment starts to be unique and robot is successfully located as is presented in Figure 2.3c.

*Figure 2.3 Example of Monte Carlo Localization: a) Initialization, b) Ambiguity due to symmetry, c) successful localization [16]*
Monte Carlo Localization works based on particle filter algorithm and looks as follows:

There is a given set of particles $S$, control vector $U$ and measurement vector $Z$. (Eq. 2.2) The set of particles consists of $1..n$ particles, which are associated with important weights $\omega$.

$$\textbf{Particle filter algorithm (}S, U, Z\text{)} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.2)}$$

Now a new set of particles $S'$ is created according following steps (Eq. 2.3).

$$S' = \{ \}, \eta = 0 \quad \text{(Eq. 2.3)}$$

First of all, there is iteration from $i = 1..n$ started (Eq. 2.4), during which a particle $S_j$ from old set of particles $S$ is picked up randomly based directly on its important weight $\omega_j$.

$$\text{\textbf{for}} \ (i = 1..n) \ \{ \quad \text{(Eq. 2.4)}$$

This means that particles with higher importance are chosen more frequently. Second step of the loop is a calculation of a new success state $x'$ of chosen particle as a state transition probability using control $U$ and that specific particle $S_j$ (Eq. 2.5).

$$x' = p(x \mid U, S_j) \quad \text{(Eq. 2.5)}$$

$$\omega_{nn} = p(z \mid x') \quad \text{(Eq. 2.6)}$$

Then within the same loop a new non-normalized importance weight $\omega_{nn}$ is calculated as a measurement probability for that specific particle $S_j$ (Eq. 2.6). A new particle with a new state $x'$ and importance weight $\omega_{nn}$ is placed into a new set of particles $S'$ and a loop continue in iteration until $n$ steps is reached (Eq. 2.7).

$$S' = S' \cup \{ < x', \omega > \} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.7)}$$

$$\eta = \eta + \omega_{nn} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.8)}$$

Finally there is done normalizing of each importance weight by a division of sum of all weights (Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.10).

$$\textbf{\text{\textbf{for}}}(i = 1..n) \ \{ \quad \text{(Eq. 2.9)}$$

$$\omega_{ni} = \frac{1}{\eta} \omega_{nm_i} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.10)}$$
2.2 Devices and technologies

2.2.1 Micro system technology (MST)

Micro system technology (MST) or an American name - Micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) are three-dimensional (3D) structures manufactured through a set of specific micromachining techniques and reaching dimensions from micrometre- to nanometre- scale. Such dimensions allow the MST to be embedded into various electronic devices, while keeping high reliability and low power consumption. Due to their size, the MST is usually produced in large batches, which significantly contributes to their extremely low price. Therefore, the MST enjoys high popularity nowadays and it has been extending to all areas of human activities. The application ranges from mechanical microelements needed for building microstructures and microdevices (micro gears, levers, capsules etc.), through various microsensors that can be due to their dimensions placed almost everywhere (accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors, light sensors, chemical sensors etc.), and end up with electrical circuits and numerous actuators needed for micromachining and transportation of micro particles.

Despite plentiful applications the history of MST is not that long, concerning from beginning only sensors and starts in 1960s, when accurate hydraulic pressure sensors for aircrafts were needed. However, the biggest boom of MST has started in 80s side by side with enormous growth of information technologies and automotive industry. Nowadays as it could be seen from chart in Figure 2.4, the IT peripherals (ink jet print heads, RW laser heads) cover most of all MST applications followed by automotive and consumer electronics industry, which has registered enormous growth in last 5 years. Led by smartphones, tablets, notebooks and other devices equipped by microcameras, position, light and pressure sensors, the consumer electronics has become the most developing market areas for MST todays.
Also the times, when a car was equipped only by a few sensors, is already passed by. Modern car nowadays consists of multitude of sensors gathering information so essential that the car would never run without them. The sensors continuously monitor hundreds of vital signs such as ignition and valve timing, exhaust quality, throttle position, intake air temperature and pressure, wheel slippage, tire inflation, steering-wheel position and many others.

As one can see there are many MST sensors available but despite this research concerns exclusively with accelerometers and gyroscopes, the following chapters will be dedicated just to them and inertia sensor generally. [18, 19, 20]

2.2.2 Accelerometers

Accelerometer is a device that measures acceleration proper of a test mass of well-defined weight. It is commonly used for motion detection as well as for space orientation. All accelerometers work in similar way. They measure a displacement (as a capacitance change between two rows of teeth, of which detail is shown in Figure 2.5) of their test mass that is mounted freely by springs and which moves according to a resultant of all forces acting on the test mass. Therefore, even if an accelerometer is let in gravitational field of Earth in steady position, the accelerometer will never measure zero acceleration, but instead the acceleration that is equal to gravitational acceleration of Earth. Hence, it is possible to determine sensor orientation in space. In contrast, there is one phenomenon if an accelerometer is in gravitational free fall and even though its speed is continuously increasing, the accelerometer will measure only zero acceleration, because it is at rest in a frame of reference in which object is weightless. Thus, accelerometers are insensitive to acceleration of gravity per se. In addition, in Table 2.4, there are listed the most significant accelerometer properties that characterize every accelerometer. [21, 22]

Figure 2.5 Detail of accelerometer structure - 20µm thick single-crystal comb structure used for capacitance measurement [22]
### Table 2.4 Accelerometer properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Measurement range of each accelerometer is given in multiples of $g$, so for instance a 2g accelerometer is capable to measure acceleration in range of $-2g \approx -20\text{m/s}^2$ to $2g \approx 20\text{m/s}^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of axes</td>
<td>Ability to measure acceleration in certain direction, the simplest are one-axis (1D) accelerometers having ability to detect either X, Y or Z axis, then two-axis (2D) accelerometers or the newest three-axis (3D) accelerometers that are able to detect all three axes at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>A minimal change in acceleration, which is detected by accelerometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2.3 Gyroscopes

Gyroscope is a sensor or a device that is capable to detect angular acceleration and therefore is widely used for detection of a change in sensor orientation in space or rarely to determine its absolute orientation in space. There are many kinds of gyroscopes distinguished by their working principle. Although the chapter refers solely to MST gyroscopes, it might be appropriate to explain a working mechanism of a typical mechanical gyroscope too, due to its long evolution and easy construction which describes the working principle of gyroscope in the best way.

- **Traditional mechanical gyroscope**

  The principle of mechanical gyroscope is known for a long time although it did not serve for measurement but for amusement and religious activities. The gyroscope consists of flywheel spinning in set of gimbals, which can move around independently in respect to the flywheel as can be seen in Figure 2.6. If the flywheel is spun the angular momentum and precession movement causes the flywheel to be highly resistant against any forces that act to change its axis orientation. In simple terms if outer gimbal is twisted the flywheel still keeps the same orientation. Therefore, mechanical gyroscopes have been used for a long time in marine and aerial navigation. [19, 23]

![Figure 2.6 Traditional mechanical gyroscope [23]](image)
- **Coriolis vibratory gyroscope (CVG) or Vibrating structure gyroscope**
  This gyroscope has become the most common type of MST gyroscope nowadays mainly due to easy construction and very low price. It does not implement any spinning flywheel as in traditional mechanical gyroscope, but on the other hand it uses a vibrating structure (a mass) flexibly mounted at least in two directions by springs or anchors. The structure oscillates in one direction as is illustrated in Figure 2.7. When the gyroscope is rotated by outer force, Coriolis force starts acting on the vibrating structure in such a way, that it shifts the structure perpendicularly to axis of vibration. This radial displacement is then measured as a change in capacitance between set of teeth on the vibrating structure and set of teeth on support. In comparison to mechanical gyroscope, the Coriolis vibratory gyroscope, due to its working principle, cannot provide information about absolute orientation, but just a change in orientation. On market there are currently available one-, two- or even three-dimensional gyroscopes. [18, 23]

![Figure 2.7 Working principle of Coriolis vibratory gyroscope [25]](image)

- **Optical gyroscopes**
  Working principle of optical gyroscopes is based on fact that propagation of light beam varies in respect to a movement of conductor which leads the beam. In practice it means, that if two laser beams are sent to a long optical fibre conductor at the same time from both sides while the optical fibre is rotating, there is going to be measured a phase shift between both beams. The phase shift is equivalent to the rotation of the optical fibre. This phenomenon is known as Sagnac effect and it does not mean anything else, than a fact that the beam, propagating against rotation, have a shorter path then the second beam. Sometimes there is used a set of mirrors for beam propagation instead of optical fibre as can be seen in Figure 2.8. [25, 26, 27]
2.2.4 Sensor components

Today a MST-based accelerometer or gyroscope is understood as a complete product that is packaged, calibrated, tested and delivered to the customer. For customer it is required to take only minimal effort for successful integration of the sensor into his or her application. Therefore, the input / output interface of sensor must be clearly specified. Nowadays there are plenty sensors available on market that can meet all kind of environmental conditions and it is only up to customer, which one to choose. Nevertheless, most of the sensors have common architecture which is shown in the Figure 2.9 and described in next paragraph.

The system consists of not only a sensor itself, but also additional components such a transducer or electronics. The role of the inner sensor is to convert input signal for instance in form of acceleration or rotation into meaningful physical objective which is transformed in transducer into an electric signal. Both the sensor and the transducer often interact with a package since they might share the same structure and thus exchange stress and heat, too. Hence, one must be aware that inconvenient external conditions (such a humidity or temperature) might significantly affect measurement capabilities of a sensor. Before the signal from transducer is processed in electronic part it is brought at first to input stage, where the signal is amplified to manageable signal. Sometimes the electronics is able to produce even a control signal that is necessary for bias setting or for operational conditioning. Actuator can serve for instance for feedback control as well as for test signals. In reality these building blocks do not have to have exact borders and their functions can overlap or be merged. [19]
2.3 Radio-Frequency Identification

Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) is a tagging technology that is gaining widespread attention by using radio waves for information propagation and having great number of advantages compare to conventional tagging methods like for instance barcodes. The conventional tagging systems usually require direct line of sight which is their most significant drawback. In contrast, using RFID tags allows a tag to be hidden and its information is still easily accessible.

RF transmission such a radio waves can transmit information across long distances and RFID is not an exception, especially when they are powered. In fact, the way of powering divides RFID technology into 3 groups – active, passive or their combination. Active RFID tags extend their reachability by using own source of energy and they are used for instance in pet tagging, when is desired to find it in range of kilometres. The passive tags rely on energy received from interrogating devices, which they transform for transmission of their own information.

However, sometimes long distance reachability is not desirable. In case of sensitive data, stored for instance in passports, personal identification cards or credit cards a different technology called Near Field Technology (NFC) is used. NFC is a subset of RFID technology that reduces a reach of a tag up to few centimetres. The tags are usually passive, since they do not need long reach and even shielded to insecure that only appropriate device can read its data. [28]

![RFID tags](image)

*Figure 2.10 RFID tags used for - a) animals tagging [29], b) product tagging in shops [30], c) industrial tagging (robust and mounting holes) [31]*
2.4 6LoWPAN

The abbreviation 6LoWPAN refers to a set of standards for using IPv6 over low-power processing-limited embedded devices over low-bandwidth wireless networks. Although this definition might sound for somebody unclear and confusing, it stands for a relatively young and simple technology for wireless communication between small electronic devices. Probably the biggest impulse for development of such technology was recent increase in industrial system complexity which leads to a growing need for more process data and causing higher interest in various sensors. Flexibility needs have guided a shift from hard wiring towards wireless networks of distributed sensors. Side by side with new technologies there was also effort to standardize a communication among them so many communication protocols were developed since that time such a Bluetooth, ZigBee or 6LoWPAN. [32]

For this research 6LoWPAN was chosen, because it was the first protocol on market, which supported direct IPv6 addressing. 6LoWPAN actually brings IP (Internet Protocol) directly down to small, low-cost sensor devices. The IPv6 utilization is key factor for creation of so called “Internet of Things”, which allows every single thing in universe to have its own unique address. Moreover, the use of IP-based protocols is very convenient because they are very well known technologies that do not require any modifications in the existing network infrastructure. Devices can be directly connected to other IP networks (for example Internet) without translation gateways or proxies, which can be seen in alternative communication systems using e.g. ZigBee [33], Machine-to-Machine (M2M) [34] or Bluetooth [35]. This significant downside restricts their application without additional gateways for use only in small-scale local ad-hoc networks.

However, there is a strong trend in recent years among abovementioned protocols which converge also towards Internet-based approach. The working principle of 6LoWPAN will be more described in next paragraph. [32, 36]

2.4.1 6LoWPAN architecture

6LoWPAN architecture as shown in Figure 2.11 relies on islands of IPv6 stub networks of low-power wireless area networks (LoWPANs). Note: The terms 6LoWPAN and LoWPAN are often used interchangeably. In this paper however the 6LoWPAN will refer to general technology and LoWPAN to a specific network or node. A stub network is a network which is capable of receiving or sending IP packets but does not act as transit to other networks. Each LoWPAN network might consist of router nodes and host nodes. These nodes differ to each other in way whether a proximal node takes a responsibility of message redirection between distant nodes and edge router, which one would be otherwise for the distal node out of reach. Edge router is a device that routes traffic in and out of the LoWPAN, while handling 6LoWPAN compression and Neighbour Discovery for the LoWPAN. If a LoWPAN is connected to IPv4 network, it is an edge router, which handles smooth interconnectivity. In case of Ad-Hoc
network the role of edge router is given to arbitrary node which fulfils at least the most essential functions for smooth network running. [32, 37]

![Figure 2.11 6LoWPAN architecture overview [37]](image)

Three major types of LoWPANs are distinguishable, based on their architecture. [32]

- Simple LoWPANs, which are connected to other IP network through one LoWPAN Edge router.
- Extended LoWPANs use multiple edge routers within a single network connected by a backbone link (e.g. Ethernet).
- Ad hoc LoWPANs are not connected to any IP network (e.g. Internet); they work without any infrastructure, one of its routers takes on the network responsibilities and serves as a simplified edge router.

Instead of making and managing complex route tables for network communication (e.g. in ZigBee), 6LoWPAN uses so called Neighbour Discovery (ND). ND is a basic mechanism of IPv6 responsible for Router Discovery, Address Resolution, Duplicate Address Detection, Redirection and Prefix and Parameter Discovery. All these functions simplify registration of node to an edge router of any arbitrary LoWPAN and hence allow free movement of nodes throughout the LoWPAN, between edge routers or even between whole LoWPANs. [32, 36]

An ideal application of the 6LoWPAN in industrial environment would be a network of sensors distributed around the factory, collecting data not only in the raw form of digital or analogue inputs but also having capability to process data to give more mean-
ingful information such as a temperature, humidity, light intensity, power consumption etc. Wireless technology provides a flexible monitoring solution, allowing the sensors to be attached to mobile machines such as AGVs, fork lifters and obtaining information not only related to the sensor actual measured value but for instance according to a strength of wireless signal also to its position. [38, 39]

2.5 Service-Oriented Architecture and Web Services

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a set of principles and methodologies for building autonomous, agile and interoperable systems. In other words, SOA is a framework that allows business systems to expose their functionalities as a set of granular, loosely-coupled services with well-defined, standard-compliant interfaces that can be utilized across various business platforms. SOA is not new technology and in the past there were many technologies utilized to build loosely-coupled architectures such as COBRA or DCOM. Nowadays, however the easiest and most widespread approach is usage of Web services.

Web Service is defined according to World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. [40] In simple words the Web Service is a service that a machine (Web Service provider) can provide to other machines (Web Service requesters), regardless of all implementation details. The service itself can represent arbitrary activity from weather forecast, account statement to algorithm calculations. The service interoperability is completely ensured by Web Service interface.

Each Web Service interface is described in a XML-based machine-processable format called WSDL (Web Services Description Language) that explicitly specifies a set of available operations with described input and output parameters. Mutual communication between machines and Web Services is ensured primarily by exchange of SOAP messages. However, before there will be given more detailed description of the SOAP protocol and WSDL, there will be outlined the basic Web Service architecture in next subchapter as a basic structure how to reach the mutual communication. The theory of Web Services is concluded by introduction of DPWS (Devices Profile for Web Services) protocol as one of the most common standard tools for enabling Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) philosophy in world of Web Services. [41, 42]

It might be appropriate to mention that due to the scope of this thesis the following subchapters will provide only essentials of Web Services and SOA but for those, who would be interested in current state-of-the-art of Web Services especially in factory automation, there is a nice work related to Semantic Web Services written by professor Jose L. M. Lastra available here [43].
2.5.1 Web Service architecture

Existence of the Web Service alone would be pointless, if it would not be found by any requester. It would be similar to a situation when a manufacturer produces some product only to store it in warehouse. As well as the manufacturer needs a dealer to distribute goods to customers, Web Services need own Web Service broker to broadcast their possibilities. A way how the Web Service broker is implemented is presented in typical Service Oriented Architecture in Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.12 Service Oriented Architecture](image)

If a Web Service wants to provide certain service, it publishes the service to Web Service broker, which serves as a manager of all published services. The way how the service is published and later found is described within Web Server broker using Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI). UDDI is a registry that provides searching algorithm for desired service in database of published Web Services according the requirements, which were sent by Web Service requester. Therefore the Web Service self-description is so valuable property. If Web Service requester searches for a service, it negotiates at first the conditions with Web Service broker, who finds for him the optimal service provider and its description sends back. Subsequently the requester binds with the found provider and uses its service. Generally a Web Service requester can be at the same time a multiple Web Service provider. [41, 44]

2.5.2 SOAP

Abbreviation SOAP, defined originally as Simple Object Access Protocol, is a protocol that specifies an exchange of structured information in the implementation of Web Services.

SOAP provides basic messaging framework upon which Web Services can be build. The reason is that SOAP relies always on top of other application layers, which ensure necessary operations such a registry, transport or security and therefore SOAP can be
truly lightweight compared to other protocols. The most common application layer the SOAP uses is SOAP-over-HTTP using HTTP as an application layer, but SOAP-over-UDP is not an exception, too. [45] SOAP is formatted using XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as a wide-spread language characterized by extensibility, platform independence, self-description and machine-readability.

In the Figure 2.13 is shown a basic structure of a SOAP message consisting of three main elements: the envelope, the header and the body. The SOAP Envelope is a root element in every SOAP message, and contains two child elements – SOAP Header and SOAP Body. SOAP Header is an optional sub-element of the SOAP Envelope and it is used to pass application-related information while SOAP body is mandatory and contains intended information for recipient of the message. [42, 46, 47]

![Figure 2.13 SOAP message structure](image)

### 2.5.3 WSDL

The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is XML-based language developed by W3C that fully describes interface and functionality of a Web Service, in order to be used by other machines without having any preliminary information about the service. Currently there are released two versions of WSDL that mutually differ mostly in different terminology and their comparison is shown in Figure 2.14. Since the second version (2.0) is the latest one, the further explanations will refer to this version primarily.

Each WSDL file (term for a WSDL document describing certain Web Service) in order to fully specify given Web Service must contain exact set of specifications. Therefore, according to W3C definition, a WSDL file defines service as collection of network
endpoints. In WSDL, the abstract definition of endpoints is separated from their concrete network deployment or data format bindings. This allows the reuse of abstract definitions such as interface, which is abstract collection of operations. The concrete protocol and data format specifications for a particular endpoint establish a reusable binding. Specifications summary is listed and more described in Table 2.5. [42, 48, 49]

![Comparison of WSDL structures](image)

**Figure 2.14 Comparison of WSDL structures [48]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSDL 2.0 Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>The root element of WSDL file that defines service name and namespace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Collection of related endpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Defines address or connection point to Web Service. Often HTTP URL string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Specifies a SOAP binding style (RPC/Document), transport protocol for the Web Service and endpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Defines Web Service and all operations that its endpoints provide together with necessary messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Defines SOAP actions and message encoding as well as the input and output parameters for the operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>Describes the data in form of XML Schema</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5.5 DPWS

Device Profile for Web Services (DPWS) is a protocol introduced by OASIS [50] that defines a minimal set of implementation constraints to enable secure WS messaging, easy and dynamic discovery, service description and eventing on resource-constrained devices. DPWS makes use of existing WS protocols and adds several extensions or constrains that are called DPWS specifications to enable Web Service based communication in embedded devices. Application of DPWS utilizes Universal Plug and Play philosophy (UPnP) where DPWS-compliant devices are after introducing to a network automatically discovered, described and immediately ready to use. [42, 51, 52]

As can be seen in Figure 2.15, from a SOA perspective, the DPWS-compliant device is an entity that hosts other services. The service is a software system that exposes its functionalities to outer world by interchange of messages. The messages utilize always SOAP protocol for transmission concretely either SOAP-over-HTTP or SOAP-over-UDP. The device plays primarily a role of resource of metadata about hosted services. The hosted services are externally visible to clients and on top of that the DPWS protocol specifies a set of in-build services that each device must implement such as

- Discovery services: self-advertising and discovering other services
- Metadata exchange: access to metadata of other hosted services
- Eventing and Subscription services

![Figure 2.15 Architecture layout of DPWS clients, devices and services][53]

In the Figure 2.16 there is shown common DPWS stack with all transport protocols and all DPWS specifications such as WSDL, SOAP, WS-Policy, WS-Addressing, WS-Discovery, WS-Eventing or WS-Transfer. However, an explanation of these specifications is out of the scope of this thesis and can be found for instance here [50]. Nevertheless the Figure 2.16 presents also a stack of 6LoWPAN protocol to demonstrate their
mutual similarity. From the figure is clear that both protocols use the same network and transport protocols i.e. IPv6 protocol and UDP/TCP transport protocol and therefore it is very easy to utilize Web Services in the 6LoWPAN communication.

![Diagram of DPWS and 6LoWPAN protocol stacks](image)

*Figure 2.16 Comparison of DPWS and 6LoWPAN protocol stack [32, 54]*

### 2.6 State of the art in real-time pallet localization

Although the production engineering was in industry always in the centre of interest and both companies and academic researchers from all over the world invest many resources to its development, it is astonishing that only a few of the research studies published in recent years were actually related to localization of pallets within a production line. Not that there would not be an interest in issues related to localization problems, but the vast majority of research prefers to localize more “interesting” objects such as human beings or mobile robots. Nevertheless, since a contribution of their technologies might be easily applicable for industrial environment, these works were included into a literature survey as well.

According to the survey, in way to find the present edge of industrial research in this field, it was discovered that there are currently two areas of main research stream interests – localization using wireless sensor networks and localization based on inertia sensors. In next two paragraphs both techniques are going to be described in more details.

#### 2.6.1 Localization based on wireless sensor networks (WSN)

During the last years localization based on various wireless communicators and sensors networks has enjoyed raising popularity not only in academic circles. Small dimensions, low costs, long battery life, simple communication protocols and other characteristics of modern wireless devices directly predestine their wide application range and deployment in great amounts. However with rising sensor volume, there is also a rising need for their localization and management. Currently, there are available many pro-
posed algorithms of sensor localization based on different technologies, but their detailed description is far out of the scope of this thesis. Therefore in next paragraphs only a brief introduction with useful references to most known techniques is going to be listed to outline possible opportunities. More extensive summarization of available WSN localization methods can be found for instance in [55, 56, 57, 58, 59].

- **Angle-of-arrival (AOA) measurements**

  AOA is characterized by propagating signal angle measurement. The receiver antenna, usually of very small dimensions, is rotated electronically or mechanically, while it receives the sensor signal. The signal strength is evaluated either by phase shift or by measuring signal amplitude. The angle, from which the strongest signal is detected corresponds directly to the angle the sensor is located towards receiver. Naturally there are more receivers installed around and the final location is calculated based on their relative measurements. It is an easy method that nevertheless requires rotating element influencing negatively overall size of the sensor. A work related to this method can be found in [60].

- **Distance related measurements**

  Distance related measurements are primarily based on measurement of propagation time between transmitter (sensor) and receiver (base station or sensor); and can be divided according to a way of propagation into three main groups: [61]

  - One-way propagation time measurements – it measures the difference between the sending time of a signal at the transmitter and the receiving time of the signal at the receiver. Biggest drawback of this method is a must for absolutely synchronized clocks in both devices, which makes this method less attractive.

  - Roundtrip propagation time measurements – it measures the difference between the time, when a signal is sent by a sensor and the time when the signal returned by a second sensor is received at the original sensor again. Significant advantage is that there is no need for precise synchronization since the same clocks are used for measurement, however processing time on second sensor must be taken into consideration and thus this delay must be subtracted. Processing time could be known in advance by tests or sent side by side with the localization signal.

  - Time-difference-of-arrival measurements (TDOA) – this method calculates an unknown position of transmitter as a time difference between the transmitter and set of receivers with known positions.
• **Received signal strength (RSS) measurements**

RSS measurements estimate the distance between neighbouring sensors from the signal strength measurements. This technique is based on standard feature found in majority of modern wireless sensors, a received signal strength indicator (RSSI). This method is very attractive since it does not require any special hardware, thus the sensor can be smaller, lighter, consumes less energy and is more cost effective. Drawback of this method is increased sensitivity to disturbances such as reflection, diffraction and multi-path effects. This method is mainly used in location estimation in WLANs but in recent years it has found a way also in localization of wireless sensor networks. Related works can be found in [61, 62]

In summary, there are many available techniques how to determine position within wireless sensor network and some of them were presented in this chapter. In reality, the localization algorithms based on AOA and propagation time measurements have better results and provide higher accuracy than algorithms based on RSS. However, this higher accuracy is at expenses of higher investment costs.

Probably one of the most extensive works related to localization in industrial environment is a thesis work of Jaacán N. M. Valdez [38], where the author tries to implement real time localization of production pallets populated by wireless sensor by signal strength. In his thesis IEEE 802.15.4 protocol was used for a wireless transmission with 6LoWPAN technology on top of it. Another work related to pallet localization are interesting works of Sarah Spieker and Christof Röhrig [63, 64], who aim to improve warehouse management workflow by continuous position monitoring of euro-pallets (wooden standardized pallet used in warehouses or for goods transportation) within the warehouse using strength of Wi-Fi signal. In another work [65] that is not directly related exactly to industrial automation, authors aim to develop an interesting solution for quasi continuous localization of wireless sensors with respect to long battery life. In fact, they propose a technique for sensor tracking while the sensor is in sleep mode to save battery by forecasting its trajectory.

### 2.6.2 Localization based on data of inertial sensors

Localization using data from inertial sensors such as accelerometers or gyroscopes is nowadays almost mature discipline used primarily in navigation and localization of mobile robots. There are plenty of research works proposing different localization techniques suitable for certain environments, movement conditions, sensor types or processing capabilities of computational units. Therefore most of the works are related just to development of new mathematical models for noise reduction and accuracy improvement. Some works related to position tracking can be found for instance in [66, 67, 68], where are shown experiments related to localization of mobile robot and pedes-
trian using inertial sensors. Nevertheless, there is a lack of real applications especially for industrial purposes in general.

2.6.3 State of the art vs. the topic of this thesis

Based on the research survey it is evident that a topic related to localization is between researchers still very attractive. Their main interest is split into two sections. While the first one is related to localization based on wireless sensors, the latter aims to improve localization algorithms based on signal from inertial sensors. However, in case of the topic of this thesis an attempt to categorization is not unambiguous at all. Although, according to the data source it inclines to the localization based on inertial sensors, there are a few significant reasons that make this topic unique.

Firstly, vast majority of the current research works related to inertial sensors use for localization algorithms direct signal from accelerometers or gyroscopes. The continuous sensor signal is easily processed, quantities such a speed or acceleration are evaluated and appropriate localization is determined and calibrated. However, in case of this research, there is introduces brand new approach for object localization, based only on a discrete amount of event logs describing object movement. In this research the raw sensor data are preprocessed already within embedded device and only if the sensor significantly moves over some threshold value, an event log carrying movement information is generated and received by localization algorithm. Of course, this development would never be feasible, if very important assumption is not declared. The object is an industrial pallet, which moves in predefined and known conveyor system. Nevertheless, based on the survey, it seems that such a research scenario is still unexplored, which makes its development even more challenging.
3 RESEARCH METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 Signal preprocessing and event detection

Nowadays the wireless embedded devices equipped by modern MEMS sensors do not have to bother with analogue-to-digital conversion of the sensor data any more, since the sensors include in their packages already an embedded A/D convertor. Nevertheless, another type of conversion is desired. In recent years there has been a significant effort to shift also a low-level data preprocessing directly into embedded devices. As a result, such “smart” devices are able to convert a stream of raw digital sensor data into a set of discrete event logs containing rich and meaningful data instead. This approach brings a significant advantage to all consumers, since they are not required to have any knowledge, how the data were actually processed and generated.

The wireless devices used in this research are however not equipped by any preprocessing mechanism and so the algorithm development was a part of this research, too. Thus the prime goal of the algorithm was to extract information of significant pallet movements from a stream of raw digital data coming from the sensor.

The choice of appropriate data mining method, which would be able to extract desired information, was significantly influenced by low processing capabilities of their chips. Therefore as a most convenient solution, a method called pattern matching was chosen.

Pattern matching is a simple algorithm that checks a sequence of data for presence of constituent of some pattern. The pattern is mostly known in advance and describes such a signal behaviour that corresponds to known event (a change in amplitude, a certain shape, a phase shift). Therefore, whenever a sensor signal matches with certain pattern, the corresponding event is generated. The methodology of implementation of pattern matching goes as follows.

1) Record raw data of all sensor axes, while pallet moves throughout the conveyor system and note down all significant pallet movements

2) Study thoroughly the records and try to distinguish a special signal pattern for each pallet movement.

3) Design an easy algorithm, which would be able to recognize the patterns from raw signal and simulate it on recorded data.

4) In case of success, implement it to chips of wireless devices.
3.2 Localization algorithm using Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence disposes nowadays of many suitable localization decision-making algorithms to determine and track position of intelligent agents. This topic was more deeply described already in Chapter 2.1, from which was clearly evident that there is no universal localization algorithm, that would cover all localization scenarios and the choice of the proper algorithm is matter exclusively of agent capabilities, environment and overall task utility. Hence, to reduce the possible amount of algorithms for this research in order to choose the most convenient one, a definition of the research state in terms of AI must be done at first, i.e. to ask and answer questions:

- how is an agent represented in this research
- what is his environment
- what is his overall task

3.2.1 Agent

An agent in this research is going to be a virtual entity representing a real pallet in the conveyor system. One agent represents always one pallet even though there might many pallets in the system introduced and therefore their number is going to be always equal to number of pallets. Agent state is visualized in virtual map and in fact it attempts to represents the real pallet location.

Agent’s perception is entirely discrete and ensured by receiving event logs from two sources – inertial sensor and RFID sensor. The inertial sensor is embedded in wireless device attached to the pallet and it is going to provide information about pallet movement such as left, right, start, stop and others. In contrary, RFID sensors, distributed in the conveyor system, inform the agent, when its pallet (the pallet, which the agent represents) passed certain location in the conveyor system.

Agent’s action, as a response to perception sequence, is an adequate change of agent state visualized in the virtual map. The agent must be fully utility-based agent, of which goal is going to be a self-localization within the conveyor system in the most efficient way. The efficiency as a performance measure will in this research represent accuracy with which the agent copies actual pallet position.

3.2.2 Environment description

The research environment is represented by an arbitrary conveyor system, in which each agent needs to localize its position. The agent does not know its position in advance and once the position is known and agent is moving within the system, there is no way how the location can be proofed. While pallet moves, there are many factors influencing its movement (stoppers, other pallets, operators, defects etc.), but agent can perceive the movement only by discrete event logs that may or may not come. Even though the agent’s current state is a result of previous agent’s actions, the next agent action is
depended only on current state and the action and thus has episodic character. Therefore in summary the research environment is partially observable, stochastic, discrete and episodic. Moreover the environment is dynamic, since the agent moves and new event logs are perceived, while the agent tries to distinguish the next most probable state.

### 3.2.3 Environment model

Since the environment is only partially observable, the agent must make noticeably bigger effort to keep track on its movement. In case of absolutely unknown environment, the agent must discover its world alone from scratch, make own map of the world and then more or less rely on it. This approach requires agent to have relatively good sensors and sufficient capability to distinguish surrounding environment. However, from agent’s designer point of view, it is highly desirable to make agent’s life as easier as possible. Such approach contributes among others not only to computational time reduction but mainly to more accurate results.

One of the common solutions might be to equip agent already from beginning by the map or model of world, if it is known and available. This approach will be used also in this research, since it is supposed that the layout of used conveyor system is fixed and unchangeable throughout the monitoring. Because of the discrete environment in this research, the developed map can be fully grid-based i.e. the world is divided in cells of fixed size. In grid map, a resolution and a precision of estimated state are fixed beforehand.

Knowing and developing of a map of the conveyor system in advance is in this research actually a key element because agent suffers by a lack of convenient sensors. With discrete event logs containing solely information of a change in agent movement in terms of left or right are absolutely insufficient for localization in unknown environment.

### 3.2.4 Appropriate algorithm selection

Based on abovementioned assumptions there were chosen finally two most promising AI algorithms that would be capable to localize pallet within the conveyor system and that would fit to research conditions, too. Next paragraphs are going to attempt to explain the major reasons why each of particular algorithms was used.

The first algorithm was chosen from localization algorithms. In AI, as is described in Chapter 2.1.6, there are available three localization approaches – behaviour-based, dense sensor matching and landmark-based approach. While behaviour-based approach is absolutely unsuitable for conditions of this research, since an agent can never understand the world around him based solely on the events used in this research, the scan matching could be theoretically used. In this case an operator would need to teach every agent which kind of event sequence corresponds to each section of conveyor system and the agent would then tries to match the sequence with learned scans. However since the conveyor system can consist from several identical conveyor sections, e.g. workstations,
the algorithm would be “confused”. Drawback is also the need of a process of learning, what makes this approach in summary less preferable. More promising is landmark-based approach especially Markov Localization (ML) and Monte Carlo Localization (MCL). In principle both are quite similar only ML uses Gaussian distribution whereas MCL discrete distribution of particles. Because the environment is grid-based, the MCL is preferred and used as the first final algorithm for this thesis.

As the second algorithm was chosen the algorithm, that implements fundamentals from the decision theory. The main idea is that agent that is representing a pallet will decide about its next new state (a position) right after it receives an event log. Generally the decision theory offers two possibilities – simple decision and sequence decision. Sequence decision is not suitable for pallet localization since the environment is episodic and there is no final goal, to which a concrete sequence of actions would lead. On the contrary the environment requires each decision to be one-shot decision which attempts to increase momentary agent’s utility after each incoming event log. To develop proper algorithm it is necessary to determine whether the decisions are made with certainty, with risk or under uncertainty, what is represented by alternatives and state of nature and finally to build the appropriate model accordingly.

The alternative for each decision will be an agent’s new state – an exact position in grid-based environment. There are going to be as many alternatives as possible agent’s states whereas there will be only single state of nature – the agent’s observed perception of movement in form of event log. If the event log was created, then there is no uncertainty or any risk that it might have happened, it just happened and thus the decision is made under certainty. Nevertheless the problem of the decision algorithm will be to compute appropriate utility for each alternative with given state of nature and current agent’s state.

In summary, Monte Carlo Localization and Simple Decision-making algorithm will be applied for pallet localization. The way how both algorithms were implemented and realized is described in next chapter while a discussion about their results can be found in Chapter 5.
4 IMPLEMENTATION

All research experimental tests were realized in modern laboratory called FASTlab in premises of faculty of Production Engineering of Tampere University of Technology in Finland. The FASTlab is a relatively new laboratory which can boast a newish production line called FASTory. The production line provides excellent conditions for various experiments including this research. In next subchapters the production line will be introduced more in detail as well as pallets that are used for product transportation from station to station and of which localization is the objective of this research. Moreover there will be introduced also embedded wireless devices, which are equipped by accelerometers and gyroscopes, and which provide the main source of data for this research.

4.1 Production line

4.1.1 Description

The abovementioned production line which is shown in Figure 4.1 is currently located in FASTlab in Tampere University of Technology but a just few years ago it served as a final assembly line for electronic products in one Finnish company. When their production stopped, they transported the line to FASTlab and it underwent some modernization. The most significant change was unambiguously a line transformation for research activities. Therefore, electronic assembling was replaced by simpler activity of cell phone drawing and so the line is not called assembly line anymore but just production line. The reasons for transformation are obvious; there is no need to bother with buying raw material as well as with storing assembled electronic devices. Currently the production line provides excellent environment for laboratory experiments where the newest automation technologies can be applied and immediately tested.

At first glance the production line seems to consist of twelve almost identical workstations (WSs) mutually connected by a conveyor system. However, in detail look one can distinguish that the first and seventh workstation significantly differs from others. While the majority of workstations (WS2, WS3, WS4, WS5, WS6, WS8, WS9, WS10, WS11 and WS12) serve for drawing operations, the WS1 is responsible for raw material loading (a sheet of paper) and final product (drawn cell phone) unloading; and WS7 is a buffer that serves as a temporal storage for pallets. In a time this research was done and this thesis was written the pallet buffer was still under maintenance and thus for all the time out of order but for completeness it is going to be mentioned here as well since it was and soon will be again a part of the production line.

Each workstation apart from the buffer is equipped by the same 4-axis SCARA robot (SONY SRX-611), while the buffer has just a pneumatic manipulator for lifting and storing a pallet from a conveyor to prepared shelves and vice versa. All workstation are further equipped by conveyor system, pen feeders, safety system and RFID/NFC.
readers. Their proper function and communication with outer world is governed exclusively by smart remote terminal unit (RTU) called S1000. S1000 is a Web Service based controller that is manufactured by Inico Technologies company. There are several S1000 deployed per workcell and each of them is responsible for control of different segment of workcell – robot, conveyor system or pen feeders.

![Figure 4.1 FASTory line with labelled workstations](image)

**Figure 4.1 FASTory line with labelled workstations**

### 4.2 Production operations

The production of drawings starts in workstation 1, where a robot equipped by a special gripper with suction cups inserts an empty sheet of paper to available pallet and covers it with a metal frame to prevent paper slide. Then a pallet is released and it moves via conveyor system to particular workstations. The conveyor system is circular and thus allows pallet to circle around the line as long as its drawing is fully complete. As soon as the pallet reaches entrance of particular cell, the system must decide whether the pallet will be in the cell processed (something will be drawn) or bypassed to other workstation. There are several scenarios listed in Table 4.1 according which the system decides, what to do. Generally, if the robot of certain workstation is idle and capable of required operation, the pallet is accepted to enter the workstation; otherwise it is bypassed to next workstation. In Figure 4.2 are shown both possible directions of the pallet movement within one workstation.
As soon as the pallet undergoes all required operation steps and drawing is ready, it moves again to workstation 1, where the robot takes the finished drawing and puts an empty paper sheet back in its stead. If there is no need for another drawing, the empty pallet goes to buffer, where it is taken away from the conveyor system.

The final drawing which should represent a final product consists of three elements – frame, screen, and keyboard. For each of those elements there are three different versions (varying in shape) in three different colours, which gives 9 combinations for each element and $9^3 = 729$ combinations in total for the final drawing.

**Table 4.1 List of scenarios for the production line**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>All workstations can draw all types of elements in any colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Each workstation can draw only certain element in any colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Each workstation can draw all types of elements but only in one certain colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Each workstation can draw all types of elements in any colour but only one element per pallet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 Pallet

A pallet is a structure of different sizes and shapes designed for product transportation. Usually the term *pallet* refers to a standardized and universal wooden structure used in industry for storage or transportation of heavy and over-sized material out of the factory. However, in production and automation industry the *pallet* (known also as
manufacturing carrier or industrial pallet) refers to smaller structures that transport products within a scope of production line. Their movement is highly automated and usually provided by complex conveyor system. The conveyor system can use for pallet movement either running belts, spinning rollers or moving chains and others. Pallet design is tightly coupled with the product they are supposed to hold; in vast majority they are made to order and therefore a bit expensive.

In this research there are used brand new pallets designed by Álvaro Resúa Rey which were deployed in summer of 2012. The pallet is especially designed for transportation of a sheet of paper of size A6 along the conveyor system of production line described in Chapter 4.1. The conveyor system uses for pallet movement a complex of running belts which carry away the pallet. The pallet shown in Figure 4.3a consists of three parts.

![Figure 4.3 a) Pallet, b) embedded wireless device c) RFID tag](image)

The lower part is made from a thick steel plate and serves as an interface between conveyor system and pallet. It must be both durable because of the wear of belts and heavy enough to provide the pallet necessary stability. The middle part is just an empty plastic box that serves as a room for various embedded wireless devices attached to the pallet from the bottom. Finally, the upper part is a detachable metal frame for keeping the sheet of paper in fixed position, while pallet moves or a robot draws. The right orientation of the frame in respect to pallet is ensured by central pins and mounted by set of magnets. The pallet has beside those three main listed parts also a rubber bumper in the front and a lock on its side. The lock serves for stopping pallet in a fixed position on the conveyor by extensible pneumatic piston, while the conveyor is still running under the pallet.

4.4 Devices

In order to detect pallet position while it moves throughout the conveyor system, certain sensors must be naturally installed to provide desired information. Since the pallet is still in motion there were only two reasonable ways of its detection. There could
be either machine vision applied to track the pallet continuously or each pallet can be equipped directly by small wireless sensors. While first solution would probably provide very nice results, it is very expensive, because it requires installation of many cameras compare to the latter solution, which is significantly cheaper, since the prices of MEMS sensors are very low nowadays and does not require any special hardware installation.

4.4.1 Wireless embedded device with MEMS sensors

In this research wireless embedded device, produced by INICO Technologies, was used to determine the pallet position. The overall view of the device is shown in Figure 4.4 while in the Figure 4.5 is the device open and there are shown its particular components. The main control unit of the device is a powerful ATMEL ZibBit chip with dual antenna and wireless IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee OEM module capable of broadcasting in 2.4GHz frequency band. [69] The chip is governed by Contiki-OS, an open-source operation system for low-power embedded devices, which is providing necessary capabilities for wireless communication and signal processing. The device is equipped by a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope which provide complete movement information of the device in a space. Additional sensor characteristics could be found in Table 4.2. The device is powered by two AA batteries and can work for long time due to its low power consumption. The chip properties allow using a 6LoWPAN protocol for a wireless communication with outer world that is described more in Chapter 2.3.

![Figure 4.4 Wireless embedded device equipped by accelerometer and gyroscope](image)
Due to native characteristics of 6LoWPAN, where an emphasis is on low-power and low processing operations of executing device, there is used exclusively UDP (User Datagram Protocol) for a transportation layer of communication. However, in this research there was an attempt to provide sensor information as a web service using Device Profile for Web Services (DPWS). Therefore data are packed into messages according to the following standards: WSDL (Web Service Descriptive Language) for describing functionality of web service, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) for specification of exchanged information and XSL schema as a set of rules, according which a message is coded. A message carrying certain information is then in a form of web service sent using HTTP and TCP transport protocols.

Nevertheless the change in transportation protocol caused significant increase in data overheads. Problem is that 6LoWPAN is designed for quick exchange of low amount of data so in case of bigger amount of data, the message must be divided into more data packets which are sent separately. In reality it means to send for the same amount of data instead of one data packet, four data packets, which represents 400% increase in communication traffic. With TCP usage another fact arises – retransmission of lost packets which again unfortunately increase a chance of network overloading.
### Table 4.2 Characteristics of sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Accelerometer</th>
<th>Gyroscope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
<td>LIS3DH</td>
<td>L3G4200D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vendor</strong></td>
<td>STMicroelectronics</td>
<td>STMicroelectronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measured axes</strong></td>
<td>3-axis</td>
<td>3-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale</strong></td>
<td>±2g/±4g/±8g/±16g</td>
<td>250/500/2000deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital output interface</strong></td>
<td>I²C/SPI</td>
<td>I²C/SPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
<td>3 x 3 x 1 mm</td>
<td>4 x 4 x 1.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supply voltage</strong></td>
<td>1.71 V to 3.6 V</td>
<td>2.4 to 3.6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td>Free-fall detection, Sleep mode, FIFO, Temperature sensor</td>
<td>Integrated low- and high-pass filters, Sleep mode, FIFO, Temperature sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.4.2 RFID (NFC) tag detection

To efficiently control the drawing process, the production line needs to have a capability for pallet recognition. Therefore, each pallet is equipped by a passive NFC tag which stores unique identification number of the pallet. The tag is placed in the bottom of middle part of the pallet as might be seen in Figure 4.3c and while the pallet moves its identification numbers is read by NFC readers (sensors) distributed across the production line. The NFC reader, shown in Figure 4.6, is connected by serial link to S1000, a smart RTU that broadcasts data of the reader to all subscribers via Web Services. The reader is a commercially available device characterized by fast reaction, low price and simple interface that allows obtaining data in binary format. In following list more reader parameters can be found.

- Serial interface. Baud Rate either by default 9 600 bps or 115 200 bps
- USB interface for power supply
- CCID-like (binary) frame format
- Read/Write speed up to 424 kbps
- Build-in antenna for contactless tag access with card reading distance up to 50 mm
- Supports NFC (ISO/IEC18092) tags – reader, card emulation, peer-to-peer modes
- Extended support for various Mifare cards
- Built-in anti-collision system (only one tag is accessed at one time)
4.5 Data transfer architecture

The ability of sensors to measure pallet movement would be pointless if its data does not reach the appropriate interested listeners. Thus it was necessary both to build a system for mutual communication between wireless sensors and their listeners and to ensure their data will be secured against tapping, too. The overall data transfer architecture of experiment testbed is shown in the Figure 4.7.

![NFC Reader ACR 120 S-B and schema of its information flow](image)

*Figure 4.6 NFC Reader ACR 120 S-B and schema of its information flow*

![Overall data transfer architecture](image)

*Figure 4.7 Overall data transfer architecture*
Firstly there was an Extended LoWPAN network established in laboratory to ensure wireless communication with sensors nodes. Thus, two edge routers were installed around the production line. As an edge router a popular S1000 controller, produced by Inico Technologies, was used. However, this controller is in comparison to S1000 controllers used in control of production line, supplemented by a W1-Z add-on wireless module as can be seen in Figure 4.8. While the wireless module is responsible for all 6LoWPAN duties such network initialization, communication, maintenance or security, the S1000 itself serves only as a gateway to IPv6 network without having any processing responsibilities. Both edge routers are connected to the same backbone IPv6 local area network and to internet respectively.

Sensor nodes are directly accessible by their unique IPv6, which allows easy access and quick configuration. Each sensor node consists of a list of subscribers, which will receive further the sensor data. To minimize the network traffic only one subscriber is preferably used. The prime subscriber in this research is a main server called InfoStore, which is responsible for all data collection and processing. SCADA or other visualizing device can display either raw sensor data by direct sensor accessing or processed data from the main server.

**4.6 Overall software architecture**

As a core platform for server software architecture an open source application framework called Spring was chosen due to its scalability, interoperability and availability of many additional modules for various services. For purposes of this research Spring MVC (Model-View-Controller) module was selected as a design pattern for in-
ternal logic and also because this framework provides hooks for extension and customization for web applications and RESTful Web Services. According to this pattern the overall software function is allocated into three main areas of responsibility – Model, View and Controller.

- **Model** – model stores all data structures, objects, algorithms and represents whole computational power. In this research the model keeps whole process model i.e. conveyor maps, pallet information and locations, history of event logs. It also stores and applies all localization and other algorithms. Finally the model is also responsible for keeping track of list of clients and amount of data that were sent to those clients.

- **View** – view is a main input/output interface through which the user can interact with the process. A view both generates the graphical output for the user to describe states of various objects and at the same time it can accept user commands, too. In this research, the view or graphical user interface (GUI) is represented by a web page in web browser on client side. For development of the web page a Google Web Toolkit was used as a perfect tool for transformation of pure Java code into JavaScript that is implemented in HTML. The developed GUI for pallet monitoring, as one of the most important outputs of this thesis, is present in Appendix A.

- **Controller** – controller is responsible for information flow between the view and the model. It actually transforms incoming REST requests from view into model operations and sends back appropriate results. Among other server responsibilities belong communication with database and endpoint data forwarding.

In addition to main Spring MVC structures there are also a two Web Service endpoints established in the server. The endpoint serves as a main gateway for filtering all incoming Web Service SOAP messages. Only desired messages are parsed and forwarded in meaningful data to REST controller. First endpoint is dedicated for main messages coming from wireless devices while the latter one is responsible for messages coming from line (RFID data). Whole software architecture is presented in Figure 4.9.

In summary, the overall architecture of information flow from sensor to client looks as follows. Every event log that is generated by a wireless embedded device is encoded into SOAP message, sent via LoWPAN network to edge router and then using Ethernet link to appropriate server endpoint. The WS endpoint parses the SOAP message according WSDL specification and sent decoded event log to REST controller. The controller forwards the event log to a process model for further evaluation and subsequently it sends also a copy of the event log to database for storing. The event logs, stored in database, serve later on for further analysis or for offline monitoring. As soon as the event log is processed by the process model, and pallet location is updated, it sends result data
(pallet location) back to the controller together with a list of clients that are going to be informed about this update in pallet location.

**Figure 4.9 Overall software architecture**

Finally there is also important to describe a communication between server and client or any other 3rd party interested in the process. Their mutual communication is always initiated by a client, which sends an AJAX request to the server with appropriate input data wrapped in get parameters of the request. Based on the way, how the server handles the requests there are distinguishable two methods called **short polling** and **long polling**, of which meaning is going to be explained in next paragraphs. Server response is always in a form of a JavaScript Object Notation with padding (JSONP), which is a data format that provides a possibility to be retrieved also from a server that is located in a different web domain than the requesting client is. This feature is known also as a bypass of the same origin policy. Server, as was already mentioned, can handle client’s requests in two different ways and web page must be for both ways properly defined. In this research a combination of both ways were implemented, since each of them has its own advantages, which are described in following paragraphs.

- **Short polling** – it is a conventional way of gathering data by most current internet web pages. During short polling, the web page regularly (once per few minutes) sends a request to server to get a new data and the server immediately
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replies back with appropriate response. The response can either contain new data that were requested by the web page or it can be also empty, if no new data are currently available.

- **Long polling** – it is relatively new technology, which reduces amount of AJAX requests to necessary minimum. In fact, long polling suppresses empty responses to be sent. The mechanism is actually quite simple. The client (web page) sends an AJAX request to a server and server either replies with desired data if they are available or waits until there will be something to be send. During that time the connection is open. As soon as the server obtains a new data, a JSONP with data is created and sent as a response to the client. In case, there are more clients, the response is sent to all of them. List of all clients, or references to their connections are stored in the server. Naturally the client request does not last forever and there is always some timeout (usually it varies from 10s to 1 minute). It means that if no response comes (no new data are available on server side) till the timeout, the connection is closed and new request is send to the server again. This approach has two significant advantages. Firstly there is no delay on client side for receiving new data since long polling is fully event driven mechanism. Thus, there is no need for client to regularly “beg” for a new data anymore as in short polling, but the new data are immediately sent when they are simply generated. Secondly, all clients receive the same data at the same moment what is much appreciated featured in some kind of branches e.g. stock market information. Finally there is no server overloading anymore.

Short polling as a mature way of data retrieval was also in the beginning applied in this research with only one significant change – higher request frequency (20 requests per second). The frequency was obviously chosen very high to let the monitoring to be truly real-time. Although it worked very well in the beginning, very soon a significant drawback of short-polling was discovered. The problem was that amount of requests was directly proportional to amount of active web pages, which led on client-side to increased processor usage, if more web pages were open at the same time, and on server-side it leads to overloading by processing of high amount of requests. Therefore a long polling was deployed. Short polling remained to be used solely for one-shot requests for instance to initialize a web page, to check whether the server works or not, or for sending user control data to server and retrieving control confirmation back. On the other hand, long polling was applied for all regular updates of the web page i.e. pallet actual positions and related information, list of available maps as well as list of all initiated pallets and coefficients. By this change it was ensured that all web pages are always fresh and they do not overload a client processor.
4.7 Environment model

As was mentioned earlier, because of limited perception capabilities of agents used in this research, the model of conveyor system plays very important role in agent navigation and presents fundamental knowledge about the surrounding environment. Therefore, there was given a significant effort to match the reality as close as possible. Since the main objective of this research is pallet localization, it is not surprising that the model is related to a map. The map, presented in Figure 4.10, consists of 154 blocks, where each block represents certain section of the conveyor system of the production line. There are blocks denoting straight sections, various turnings, junctions and connections as well as places where an RFID readers or pallet stoppers are placed. Concretely there can be seen ten drawing workstations (each consists of main conveyor and bypass) and one workstation 1 that is located in very right (only one main conveyor and no bypass).

The map was created in special web interface developed especially for this purposes and which is described in Appendix A. In that interface there is a list of all available types of blocks from which an operator simply drags and drops the chosen block into a grid until like a LEGO building kit the whole map of production line is created. There is also possibility to rotate blocks to fit the scenario, if needed. The resolution of the grid is 100 mm in both directions and the size of each block in both directions is always whole multiple of 100 mm. A design of all these building blocks was done in such a manner, that if a block that occupies 2 grid cells and thus it is long 200 mm, it also represents 200mm long section of conveyor system in reality. This synchronization gives the model perfect property to determine easily the pallet position if a block, at which the pallet stands, is known. The size of 200 mm for vast majority of blocks is not a coincidence but it was chosen deliberately. The reason is that the length is exactly equal to length of pallet, means that each block represents also a position which pallet can adopted if it is stopped by s stopper or by queuing line of pallets stopped in front of the pallet.

![Figure 4.10 Example of a map of FASTory production line](image-url)
Of course, the line design interfaces is versatile and allows user to create any other line in the same way as for the production line used in this research. Moreover, there are options to define each block to be part of certain workstation, to have stopper or RFID reader. Finally, the map is exported in form of text line to main server, where is stored, translated into appropriate machine language and immediately prepared for usage.

### 4.8 Algorithm implementation

To ensure smooth functionality of the two algorithms which are going to be developed and implemented, at first a list of assumptions needs to be created to summarize all significant characteristics of given testbed with respect to pallet localization.

**Assumptions:**

- **Conveyor system:**
  - Map or schema of conveyor system is known in advance
  - Conveyor system is flat – no lifters
  - Pallet movement is strongly restricted by a conveyor system – pallet never leaves the conveyor system except a case, when a pallet is taken manually away from the line
  - If the pallet leaves conveyor, the pallet is no anymore monitored and it must be initialized again.
  - Conveyor drags a pallet always only in one direction (forward)
  - Conveyor can stop
  - The conveyor system can accommodate many pallets at one time
  - Pallet can start from arbitrary place

- **Events:**
  - Motion events are generated from sensors attached to pallets
  - Besides motion events there is available information from RFID reader, too
  - Some event logs might be missing for some reason – not generated, lost etc.
  - Event log can come later contributing to a change in event order
  - No event log duplication for the same event occurs
  - Event RIGHT and LEFT are highly reliable and significant events – if one of these events is generated, it is very high chance the pallet really turned
  - Events GO and STOP are not reliable and should have only support meaning

#### 4.8.1 Monte Carlo Localization

First attempt to process event logs and extract pallet location out of them was done using AI localization technique called Monte Carlo Localization (MCL), of which mathematical notation was presented in Chapter 2.1.6. For successful algorithm devel-
opment and implementation a set of initial assumptions and clarification must be at first introduced.

- Because the pallet is pulled by the conveyor system under normal circumstances always forward – the control signal for the algorithm is given by time interval. For instance, every 700ms there is a control signal generated to move a pallet one state forward.
- The necessary time interval for the pallet to move between two states in process map was measured on real production line and lately fine-tuned
- Probability of movement is always given by a vector of probabilities that determines with what probability the pallet stays after movement again in the same state, with what probability it moves successfully to next state or even moves two states more.
- If a “STOP” event is detected, no forward move control signal is going to be generated anymore and program waits until event “GO” or any other event comes.
- Probabilities of various measurements (incoming events) are set according to a reliability of the events to be correctly generated. It means that for instance turning events copy with high reliability the actual turning of the pallet. They are rarely missed or be redundant. In contrast to events like STOP and GO, which are hard to detect or be misplaced, and their measurement does not have to necessarily mean that the pallet actually did the action.
- All probabilities were firstly manually chosen to fit into given model and prepared to be easily automatically tuned to increase overall localization efficiency.

The implementation of MCL algorithm for pallet localization is explained in simplified form in Figure 4.11. The probabilities used for this example are following.

Probability that a pallet is on right turn block and a right turn was detected is 0.8

\[ P_{RR}(R_S | R_m) = 0.8 \]

Probability that the pallet is not on right turn block and a right turn was detected is 0.2.

\[ P_{NR}(NR_S | R_m) = 0.2 \]

Probabilities related to right turn are equal to left turn as well.

a) In first step a map is given with characteristic path profile. The map consists of 8 blocks - five RIGHT turns, one LEFT turn and three STRAIGHT blocks.

b) Initially the same particle distribution is given to all blocks – in this case there are two particles. Thereupon a RIGHT event is measured.
c) Now for each block $i$ a simple calculation is done. All particles from each box are multiplied by an appropriate probability whether the particle is on is not at certain place while some measurement is done and their probabilities are summed into non-normalized importance weight $\omega_{nn_i}$. For example for a first left upper block $i = 1$, there are two particles multiplied by a probability of 0.8, because there are placed in right turn block and right turn event was detected. Thus the value of non-normalized importance weigh is

$$\omega_{nn_1} = 2 \times 0.8 = 1.6.$$ 

The same operation is done for each block and their results are summed into normalizing factor $\eta$.

$$\eta = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_{nn_i} = 5 \times 1.6 + 3 \times 0.4 = 9.2$$

Next step is a normalization of all non-normalized weights. Therefore the non-normalized importance weight of each block $i$ is divided by the calculated normalizing factor $\eta$ to get normalized importance weight $w_{ni}$.

$$w_{ni} = \frac{\omega_{nn_i}}{\eta}$$

So for all right turn blocks the normalized importance weight is 0.1739 and for other blocks only 0.043. Algorithm is now almost complete. In last step it is necessary just to recalculate number of particles for each block by following formula, where $N_p$ is total number of particles ($N_p = 8 \times 2 = 16$). In this way we get for all right turn blocks 2.7 particles and for rest of block just 0.69 particles.

$$N_i = w_{ni} \times N_p$$

d) In next step a forward movement is applied (blue arrows) and left turn is detected. For simplicity of this example a probability of movement is set to be equal to 1. This means that all particles will move with 100% probability to the very next block. The algorithm for recalculation of particle amount goes in the same way as in the step c.

e) Since there is only one left turn block in whole map, it is clearly seen, that algorithm in just two steps easily and unambiguously distinguished pallet location with quite reasonable probability – a block where an arrow is point at.
In addition, in real experiment the map is more complex and includes blocks such as junctions, where pallet moves either straight or right; or sinks, where two conveyors are joining together. The algorithm was thus supplemented by appropriate probabilities solving all possible scenarios and by ways how to deal with particle splitting and merging on these blocks. Also uncertainty of movement was added.

### 4.8.2 Simple decision-making algorithm

As was already discussed in the Chapter 3, the second algorithm that is going to be developed for pallet localization is going to utilize decision theory, concretely fundamentals of simple decision-making under certainty. The chapter also defines an agent as virtual representation of a pallet and the developed algorithm as its program, its brain that is responsible for “correct” decisions. In this chapter, the idea will be more extended and actual implementation will be presented.

Each agent is characterized by its own life cycle consisting of three different phases – **initialization**, **synchronous tracking** and **asynchronous tracking**. Since each of them represents a different life period of the agent, it was necessary to develop for each of them also a special decision-making algorithm. In following paragraphs both phase and appropriate algorithm is going to be described.
1) Agent initialization phase

Agent initialization, as name prompts, is a first phase of agent life cycle, when a new agent is introduced into the system. In reality it corresponds to a time, when a system receives an event log from new unknown pallet which was inserted to the conveyor system. This phase lasts as long as the agent is successfully localized within its environmental model. After receiving the first event log the agent position is mostly not yet known, since the single event log contains only simple information about one pallet movement. Nevertheless, the system at least registers the new agent into own maps and prepares enough resource capacities for tracking and storing agent’s incoming activities. As the pallet moves, new event logs are received and stored. After each of them the initialization algorithm is applied to search and find a predefined initial event pattern. The initial pattern is an artificial set of events that must be received from a pallet to successfully accomplish initial phase of the agent.

The initial pattern can be freely chosen by a user and consists of combination of any three known events such as for instance RFID, LEFT, RIGHT or RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT etc. The unique pattern consisting of three events received right after each other should be sufficient for vast majority of conveyor systems. If conditions allow, the user can choose also an event UNDEFINED to skip a required event and reduce amount of events in initial pattern. By default (used in this research), the first event must be a RFID event. RFID event provides information about exact pallet position within the conveyor line and thus precisely localizes agent. Therefore, there is no need for any other events more and thus by default the two rest initialization events are chosen to be UNDEFINED. In case of FASTory line, used in this research as a testbed, the RFID event must be always the first initial event because of symmetry of conveyor system.

As soon as the initialization algorithm receives the right combination of events, it launches a scan matching, a technique that tries to match the given initial pattern with a-priori model of the conveyor system. If such a pattern is found, the initialization phase is over, agent is successfully localized and it switches to synchronous tracking phase.

Process of initialization for each agent is visually displayed to the user in screen in form of percentage of completeness inside a waiting ring as is shown in Figure 4.12.
2) Synchronous tracking

Synchronous tracking is a phase, when an agent is continuously monitored and its estimated position corresponds to real position of the pallet – so they are in mutual synchronization. The only mechanism, how to check it, is based on RFID events and it is going to be described more in next phase. So far, in this phase it is supposed they are in the synchronization.

The synchronous tracking decision process goes in simply words as follows. As soon as the event log is registered, it is assigned to appropriate agent (the agent that represents the pallet from which the event log came) and algorithm determines utilities for all possible agent alternatives (states). The alternative with the best utility value in the end is chosen as the final one and the agent changes its state accordingly. Thus, the biggest challenge of this algorithm was to develop a mechanism for utility evaluation. However, before the mechanism can be described more in details, it is necessary for better understanding to mention a significant role of input events.

Every block in map is characterized besides other parameters by set of input events. The input event of a block is an event that must be received in order to move to the certain block. Thus, for instance a right turn block has as input event an event RIGHT. However, it is not constraint and therefore as soon as the model map is loaded to system, special engine is launched to discover for each block of the map its neighbours and its ancestors in order to determine what kind of events are input event for that particular block. Besides already known events, generated by wireless sensors or RFID sensors, there is also one artificial event TIME, generated by the system model itself. The event TIME represents pallet free movement in the conveyor system. It is generated in a case, when a pallet is located in a block of which neighbour does not expect any special event and pallet just passes by. Such a block has as an input event just TIME and it might be for instance a straight section of conveyor, when the pallet just moves from one block to other without generating any of inertial event.
When a certain event is registered (called further as examined event) to the algorithm, the algorithm at first looks certain amount of blocks forward (by default 80) and certain amount of blocks backwards (by default 20) to look up in the map for all blocks that have input event equal to the event that is examined. In backward search all blocks for which the certain event was already once applied and registered for the particular agent, are of course expelled. Each of those found blocks represents a decision alternative, to which a proper utility must be assigned. That is a work for utility estimation mechanism.

However, before the working principle will be described in next paragraph, it is necessary to explain how the mechanism understands a term of utility. Usually the higher utility a decision alternative has the better outcome for the agent it represents. On contrary, the developed estimation mechanism calculates utility in opposite way – the lower the better. Therefore, the term utility will be called further in the explanation by a term *penalty* that describes better the actual meaning.

A penalty $V_x$ for each block $x$ from set of alternatives is calculated according to Equation 4.1, where $d_x$ is a distance in number of blocks between a block, at which an agent is currently located and the examined block $x$; coefficient $w$ is an importance weight of each event according to values listed in the Table 4.3. The lower number a certain event has, the more significant and more reliable event it is and vice versa. Furthermore, the equation contains a set of adjustable coefficients too. The orientation coefficient $c_o$ adjusts a direction profitability, because it assigns a different value for forward movement (by default is equal to 1.2) and for backward movement (by default set to be 1.9). In this way, the alternatives in a direction of pallet movement (forward) are made more favourable. The history coefficient $c_h$ is coefficient which takes into consideration a fact, whether an agent already visited the examined block ($c_h = 1.2$) or not ($c_h = 1$). Visited means that the agent already stood at that block, but it entered the block by different event than by the event that is currently examined.

As soon as the mechanism assigns penalties to all alternatives, the algorithm chooses the block with the lowest penalty and the block become a new state of the agent.

$$V_x = d_x^w \times c_o \times c_h$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 4.1)

*Table 4.3 List of importance weights*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Importance weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEFT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The backward search is a way, how the algorithm can cope with late events. In order to understand a motivation and function of this powerful mechanism, two following examples are going to be shown and described.

**Scenario 1** - There are given three blocks – straight block followed by left turning and immediately by right turning. The agent stands on the straight block, when suddenly a RIGHT event is registered. According to the abovementioned formula the agent jumps across left turning directly to right turning, as is shown in Figure 4.13 - 1a. However, right after that a LEFT event comes. The algorithm searches at first for block in forward direction and finds a nearest block that is 4 block distant with penalty $V1 = 4 \times 1,2 \times 1 = 4.8$. Then it looks backwards and finds out, that just one block backwards was a block with input event equal to LEFT and at the same time, this LEFT event was not for that block and for that agent registered yet. Calculated penalty for this block is $V2 = 1 \times 1.9 \times 1.2 = 2.28$ which is lower than for the block in forward direction of the pallet movement and thus with high probability the examined event is just a late event. Nevertheless in result, the agent will not move back to that left turning (it is too late, pallet is actually on the right turning already), but the event will be supplemented to agent event history and the agent stays at a position where it is (Figure 4.13 1b). If a new event LEFT theoretically comes again, the algorithm would not take the block into the consideration any more, since the LEFT event has been for the block already applied.

**Scenario 2** - The property of backward searching might be very useful also in scenario when agent enters junction, where it can move either straight (artificial event TIME generated) or right (RIGHT event). If the RIGHT event will be a bit delayed, the artificial time interval will elapse and TIME event will be generated causing the agent to move straight (Figure 4.13 - 2a). However, if the RIGHT event comes, the algorithm at first looks forward in order to find a block that is in this case 7 blocks distant ($V1 = 7 \times 1.2 \times 1 = 8.4$) and then looks backwards, where two possible blocks with input event of RIGHT are found. While the block 3 is not examined at all, since the RIGHT event was already applied a while ago to this block, the second block has penalty equals just to $V2 = 3 \times 1.9 \times 1 = 5.7$, which is less than for block 1 and therefore the agent will jump to the second place and agent position history is upgraded according to the new conditions as can be seen in Figure 4.13 - 2b.
3) Asynchronous tracking phase (Calibration)

Asynchronous tracking is a phase of agent life cycle, when its position does not match with position of real pallet and thus they are not in mutual synchronization. In fact, there is only one way, how to recognize pallet dislocation – using RFID event. Hence, whenever a RFID event comes and the workstation from which the event came from does not correspond to a workstation, in which the agent is located, the agent is said to be lost – visualization is shown in Figure 4.12. The algorithm that would localize the agent again is almost identical to the one presented in the initial phase. The algorithm again waits until initial sequence of events is received and if the initial pattern is found, the agent state or location is again recovered and agent is again synchronously tracked. Besides RFID event, also EXIT event can get the agent into the asynchronous tracking phase and again the initialization sequence of events is needed in order to track the pallet again.
Based on previous paragraphs, where fundamentals of the algorithm were explained, one can notice that there are many coefficients in use. Even though they are key components for smooth algorithm operation, they were chosen based only on empirical experience and they do not have to be optimal for given process. Therefore, a revalidation mechanism was implemented in order to verify given coefficients and propose new coefficients that would lead to better efficiency i.e. better accuracy of agent positioning. Firstly however, a benchmark, according which the tracking efficiency is measured, must be introduced.

As the benchmark an overall localization efficiency of all agents will serve and which is calculated as an average value of all particular agent movement efficiencies. The movement efficiency of a single agent is calculated than as follows. The path that certain agent drove over is stored in model maps and consists of set of blocks. Each block has a certain amount of input events that the agent uses for entering the block. When the agent moves, the input events are registered and stored. During proper synchronous tracking, for each block, the agent visits, all necessary input events should be received. If it is not so and certain input event is missing, the information is going to be stored for agent movement efficiency calculation. The agent movement efficiency mechanism simply calculates for all blocks, the agent visited, a ratio between sum of all input events, which were in reality received, and sum of all events that were supposed to be received. This ration is agent movement efficiency.

By averaging one get the overall localization efficiency that serves as etalon for further calculation. In order to increase localization efficiency, the engine changes artificially coefficients and recalculate whole agent track again. The new coefficients give new overall efficiency which is compared to the etalon. In case the new overall efficiency is better, the actual coefficients are changed accordingly. This revalidation can be done either automatically (after each agent round in production line) or manually by operator command. For each revalidation there are examined all combinations of both coefficients \((c_a, c_h)\) that can gain these values:

\[
c_a' = (-0.2, -0.1, 0, +0.1, +0.2) + c_a
\]
\[
c_h' = (-0.2, -0.1, 0, +0.1, +0.2) + c_h
\]

This in total gives 25 possible combinations from which the best one is chosen. In this way, the algorithm can dynamically update its own parameters to adapt for changing environment or simply to optimize localization process.
5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The outcome of this thesis was to develop a working prototype of real-time monitoring system for localization of manufacturing carriers using data from inertial MEMS sensors, while utilizing techniques of artificial intelligence. The aim of this chapter is to present obtained results of all implemented methods supplemented by conclusions and discussions related to their implementation, suitability and reliability.

5.1 Signal processing and event detection

As was mentioned already in research methodologies, the first step of implementation of signal pattern matching was to study thoroughly the raw sensor data for determination of patterns corresponding to significant pallet movements. Before further explanation how the pattern matching was done, it is necessary to introduce a reader the coordinate system at first according which sensor axes are labelled and which is shown in Figure 5.1.

![Accelerometer and gyroscope axes](image)

Figure 5.1 Accelerometer and gyroscope axes

In total, there were distinguished five significant pallet movements that are both feasible to be detected by sensors and useful for purposes of localization, too. Those five movements are START, STOP, LEFT, RIGHT and EXIT and their meaning is presented in Table 5.1. Along with the meaning, the table also contains information how the data pattern looks like and which data source is scanned in order to discover it. The
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process how those two last properties were discovered is based on observations which were done by studying each of sensor axes and which are listed in following paragraph.

Gyroscope:
- All gyroscope axes provide relatively reliable and noiseless data
- Gyroscope X-axis (roll) and gyroscope Y-axis (pitch) are for this research meaningless since the pallet moves and turns only in horizontal plane of the conveyor system
- Gyroscope Z-axis (yaw) is suitable for detection of pallet turnings in XY plane such as LEFT and RIGHT, where the signal creates relatively well detectable sinusoidal curve as can be seen in schema in Figure 5.2a.
- Noise level however does not allow to determine exact angle of turning unless special data mining algorithm would be implemented, which is out of scope of technical possibilities of given wireless devices

Accelerometer:
- All accelerometer axes suffer by significant noise of which source is unambiguously a way how the pallet is transported by conveyor system
  - Noise in Z-axis is caused by relatively rugged conveyor system on which pallet jumps
  - Noise in X-axis is caused primarily by the type of conveyor system, in this research belts are used for pallet transportation. Naturally, pallets are not tightly connected to belts and thus slip appears. Also when a pallet is stopped by stopper, the belt is still running underneath the pallet what in both cases causes again relatively significant noise.
- Even though START and STOP events would be very convenient to determine by X-axis, since both events actually are a result of acceleration in X-axis, but due to mentioned noise in X-axis, it was infeasible to obtain reliable results in the end at all
- Y-axis is from perspective of utilizability in this research absolutely useless – the pallet is guided from both sides by rails and therefore there is no meaningful acceleration in this direction.
- Z-axis does not suffer by so many disturbances as X-axis. It is a convenient data source for event EXIT, since taking a pallet out of the conveyor line means a continuous acceleration and deceleration in Z direction. Moreover, it was discovered, that Z-axis can serve for sensing START and STOP events as well with surprisingly better results than for X-axis. When a pallet stops, the noise level in Z-direction significantly decreases (in contrary to X-axis when due to vibrations on stopper the noise level stays more or less the same), which can be easily detected. When a pallet is released by stopper to move again, the noise in Z-axis rapidly increases. The schema how the patterns look like for all the three events is illustrated in Figure 5.2b.
Figure 5.2 Pattern matching - a) Z-axis of gyroscope b) Z-axis of accelerometer

Table 5.1 Event description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Signal pattern</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEFT</td>
<td>Pallet turns left</td>
<td>Gyroscope z-axis</td>
<td>Sinusoidal wave</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT</td>
<td>Pallet turns right</td>
<td>Gyroscope z-axis</td>
<td>Sinusoidal wave (opposite phase)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>Pallet stops</td>
<td>Accelerometer z-axis</td>
<td>Significant noise reduction</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>Pallet start moving again</td>
<td>Accelerometer z-axis</td>
<td>Noise peak increased</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td>Pallet leaves conveyor</td>
<td>Accelerometer z-axis</td>
<td>Sinusoidal wave</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The algorithm was uploaded to chips of wireless sensors that scan continuously the sensor data output for presence of any of these patterns. As soon as the event is detected, the event log is created and sent to all subscribers.

In summary, implemented pattern matching algorithm was proved to be a sufficient way for event detection with respect to given limited resources and for purposes of pallet localization. However, its reliability strongly depends on the environment in which it is used and must be tuned for each particular application. The example of real data output from Z-axis accelerometer with described pallet behaviour and marked points, where an event was registered, is shown in Figure 5.3.
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5.2 Edge router position

The transmitted signal strength from used wireless devices is usually very low due to their simple low-powered antennas. The situation gets even worse because both the chip with antennas is packed into plastic cover and the wireless device itself is encapsulated into the pallet structure. The design of the pallet is done in such a way that the pallet body, in which the device is hidden, influences negatively the properties of signal transmission. Based on observations, it was discovered, that the top pallet metal plate shields the device signal very significantly, whereas the pallet plastic body is more signal permeable, but on the other hand its dome structure causes with high probability signal reflections. Therefore, there left only one clear propagation way for the signal and that is down towards ground through holes in pallet bottom. The signal propagation schema is shown in Figure 5.4.

To increase signal receiving efficiency as much as possible, there was done set of experiments to determine the best mutual position between wireless devices and edge router. A benchmark of efficiency was represented by amount of received messages by the edge router per minute for each wireless device. For better credibility of the experiment there were used two wireless devices simultaneously and each of them transmitted one messages per second. Thus, in ideal case the edge router should receive 60 messages per minute for each wireless device.

Figure 5.3 Example of event generation from data signal of Z-axis accelerometer: 5 significant areas - a) pallet moves, b) pallets stopped by stopper, c) pallet moves again, d) pallet stops, e) pallet is taken by operator away from conveyor system
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In total, there were tested seven different mutual positions between edge router and devices and each experiment lasted for exactly twenty minutes. The overall processed results are shown in Figure 5.5 where the vertical axis stands for amount of received messages while the horizontal axis displays letters that represents each experiment of which description can be found in Table 5.2. Each experiment has two values for the two pallets that were measured.

\[\text{Figure 5.5 Efficiency of received messages in dependency of mutual position between edge router and devices}\]
Table 5.2 Experiment description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Position of wireless device</th>
<th>Position of edge router</th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Schematic icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Normal position, open pallet</td>
<td>On side, above conveyor system</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>![Dynamic Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Normal position, open pallet</td>
<td>On side, above conveyor system</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>![Static Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Normal position, closed pallet</td>
<td>On side, above conveyor system</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>![Dynamic Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Normal position, closed pallet</td>
<td>On side, above conveyor system</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>![Static Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Normal position closed pallet</td>
<td>In the middle, down the conveyor system</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>![Dynamic Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Upside down, closed pallet</td>
<td>In the middle, down the conveyor system</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>![Dynamic Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Upside down, closed pallet</td>
<td>On side, down the conveyor system</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>![Dynamic Icon]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on results, shown in the Figure 5.5, it was proved that there is a significant difference between open (red columns) and close pallet (non-red columns) which is caused by device encapsulation and subsequently by signal reflexions and absorptions. However, the choice between open and close pallet is in fact already given due to testbed properties, since open pallet cannot hold wireless device at the same time with a paper for drawing operations and these measurements serves exclusively for comparisons.

The results also proved the theory that upper plate is impermeable for the signal and thus the signal propagates mostly downwards – efficiency increased in experiments, where edge router was placed below the conveyor line (blue columns). Only minor change is then in position of edge router down the conveyor line. Position in the middle gives slightly better results than the position on side of workstation, but on the other hand middle position is very impractical place and thus the edge router was finally placed down the conveyor line and on side of one workstation.

From the results showed in Figure 5.5 is clear that the amount of messages for both devices were during all experiments almost equal, which proved that the measurement was correct, but by closer look to individual experiments (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) one can notice very interesting thing. The amount of received messages for both devices varies for all the experiments over the time absolutely in the same way, regardless their positions. Next important discovery came out from static tests (Experiments B and D in Figure 5.6 and 5.7, where the pallets are not running in conveyor system, but standing in static positions – one in close distance above edge router and the second one in the most
It was found out that amount of received messages is for proximal device almost the same as for the distant one and therefore if the edge router is placed in the middle of the line, the position of pallets does not play any significant role.

**Figure 5.6 Results of Experiment B**

**Figure 5.7 Results of Experiment D**
5.3 Results of used artificial intelligent methods

5.3.1 Monte Carlo Localization

Monte Carlo Localization has excellent results for localization of mobile robots and thus it was expected to be a promising solution for pallet localization as well. However, this algorithm did not live up to given expectations. In fact, the major obstacle was in a way of which measurement data were gathered. In case of mobile robots, the robot at certain time moves with some probability to certain place and makes a measurement of its environment around. Then it gathers data, evaluates them and continues in movement. So the measurement data are tightly related to the particular movement, space and time interval.

In contrast to the case of mobile robots, the pallet movement is continuous, uncontrolled (just pulled by conveyor belt) and at the same time independent on measurement. Therefore, a measurement results do not correspond to any particular movement, have artificial timestamp, which is created not at time the event log is created but when it is received; and due to their transmission technology they might be even significantly delayed or lost. In reality, it was very difficult to synchronize pallet movement with agent movement. If pallet stopped and no event was accidentally received, the agent still continues moving. Because of ability of self-discovery, it was able to localize itself very soon again, but in the end most of the time the agent spent just by self-localization and thus most of the time the resulting probabilities of agent location were too small to provide sufficient determination of a place, where the pallet actually was. Generally speaking the environment in which was agent, controlled by MCL algorithm, implemented, was not suitable and any attempts to apply MCL for pallet localization on given testbed was immensely challenging or even unfeasible.

Final conclusions and observations of MCL

Method strengths are:

- Versatility – method can be easily applied to any kind of map
- Simplicity and scalability – the algorithm is very simple, the amount of particles determines directly accuracy and computing difficulty and can be scaled flexibly according to computation power of processing device.
- Fast reaction – algorithm gives in most cases very fast results while the agent is localized only in few steps.
- Self-recovery - problem of kidnapped agent is under certain conditions solved very quickly (if at the place are available particles)
- Adjustability - all model probabilities are easily tuned according localization results.
Method weaknesses are:

- Incapability to react on delayed events – algorithm is built to process real-time measurement data not delayed ones. If all events had the same time delay, the algorithm would work fine with just that time delay. But in case of floating time delays, the algorithm loses significantly an ability to track pallet at all. For instance if RFID event, which is regarded as significant and governing event comes too late, the agent is pushed back close to RFID reader while in reality is the pallet somewhere else.

- Event-to-movement connection - algorithm simply needs to have events related to certain movement otherwise if for instance pallet stops and event is not generated, the algorithm will simply push agent further and lose its location.

- Ambiguity - in case of symmetric maps, there is always as many possible final results as number of axis of symmetry. Thus a measurement must be supplemented by another information source, such as RFID tag.

The Monte Carlo Localization algorithm might work well for mobile robots and similar application, but in case that a movement is independent of measurement and data are obtained by event logs with fluctuating time delay, this method simply fails. Therefore, the development based on MCL for pallet localization was in this research stopped and second approach using decision theory was used.

5.3.2 Simple Decision-making algorithm

Simple decision-making algorithm that was applied in this research showed up as a very promising solution. Already in the beginning of its development the algorithm demonstrated its unique robustness that was later on even more improved. The mentioned robustness is based primarily on capability of discovering and dealing with late or missing events. The utility estimation mechanism that works with several coefficients describing willingness of an agent to listen to certain events, to move forward or backwards, appeared to be very effective tool for alternative evaluation. With its help the agent chooses its next state always with respect to maximization of final utility (or to minimize final penalty).

In addition, the robustness is supported by capability of self-calibration that is applied, whenever an agent loses the track of pallet to find its new correct position again.

Generally, besides the robustness the algorithm is very flexible, applicable for any kind of map of conveyor system and extensible for other features. It automatically determines the conveyor layout, recognizes specific conveyor sections and discovers dependencies of the sections. In certain boundaries it can also react to changing environment conditions by revalidating all model coefficients and their automatic change in order to increase the localization capabilities.
The observed strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm are summarized into the next two paragraphs.

**Method strengths:**

- Robustness – dealing with late, extra or missing events
- Self-calibration if necessary
- Coefficient revalidation for environment change
- Relatively simple and extensible algorithm
- All coefficients can be changed arbitrary according to given environment

**Method weaknesses:**

- Dependency on coefficients from the global point of view
- Dependency of RFID events as a source of initial location in case of symmetrical maps

### 5.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

One of the goals of this thesis was also to develop graphical user interface that would allow user to monitor comfortably pallet positions, to obtain necessary important data from the conveyor line and to control and interact with the process of localization itself. Therefore, there were developed three interfaces in total – *Design view*, *Real-time monitoring* and *Offline monitoring* of which properties and functionalities will be briefly described in next paragraphs. Nevertheless in case of interest, more detailed information how the GUI looks like, works and should be used can be found in Appendix A of this thesis.

- **Design view** – the interface allows user to build own brand new conveyor map by dragging and dropping predesigned blocks. The design process is very easy, intuitive and fast. The interface allows user also to set additional properties to various sections of the designed conveyor line such as position of RFID sensors, position of stoppers or belonging to certain workstation.

- **Real-time monitoring** – as name prompts, this interface provides real-time information about positions of all pallets in given conveyor system. It consists of two sections. The prime and largest section is monitoring area, where are both map of conveyor line and pallet positions graphically displayed while the second section is dedicated to localization process control. The control panel contains all necessary parameters and coefficients used for localization algorithm and user can freely adjust them to test different scenarios. The graphical monitoring area provides user several display modes to highlight desired information.
• **Offline monitoring** – offline monitoring has similar appearance as the real-time monitoring, but in comparison it is capable to monitor pallet locations based on historical event logs stored in database. The user can freely choose a time period in which he or she is interested and then monitor pallet locations in replay in the given time period. Since it is offline monitoring, the time can be speeded up or slowed down arbitrary.
6 CONCLUSIONS

Although the topic of object localization in arbitrary form is investigated by research groups worldwide still very intensively, there is generally a lack of industrial implementations. Therefore, a goal of this thesis was to utilize current technological and methodological possibilities of real-time localization for tracking of manufacturing carriers (pallets) within real production line as a part of factory asset-aware management system.

In summary, each pallet in the production line was equipped by wireless embedded device with accelerometer and gyroscope providing fundamental data about pallet movement. Usually the sensor data are sent straight ahead for further processing. However in this research, according to the latest trends in automation, the raw sensor data were at first preprocessed right in the wireless device in order to identify only the meaningful pallet movements. If the meaningful movement occurs (e.g. pallet turns), then only a single event log, carrying information of the movement, is published via 6LoWPAN network to subscribers. Such event log can be used by any client without having knowledge how the movement was determined. The development of the algorithm that provides signal preprocessing was also a part of the thesis and it was based on technique called pattern matching, since every movement has its unique signal pattern.

The generated events from wireless devices supplemented by events from RFID readers represent the central data source for pallet localization algorithm. The algorithm is running on the server and has web interface through which a user can monitor pallet positions, adjust important algorithm settings or event to build from scratch a new conveyor map.

In this research two different approaches were utilized to develop the pallet localization algorithm and both were implementing fundamentals of artificial intelligence. The first approach was based on a technique called Monte Carlo Localization that is widely used in mobile robot localization. However as it turned out, the technique failed in case of pallet localization due to unsuitable environment conditions, where the pallet movement is uncontrolled and independent on measurement.

In contrary, the second developed algorithm used for localization was a technique called Decision theory, concretely simple decisions under certainty, in which an agent as an intelligent virtual representation of pallet decides after receiving each event log, what is the next most probable pallet position based on complex set of coefficients. This technique proved to be relatively simple but on the other hand very robust. The algorithm robustness was achieved by two ways. Firstly, the algorithm has self-calibration means that if the pallet position is lost, the algorithm recognizes it and attempts to find it again and secondly a capability to cope with late, missing or redundant event logs. Dur-
ing the tests the algorithm was able to track pallets for vast majority of the time very well without any unexpected errors.

6.1 Future work

The research work presents one of the first attempts to localize and monitor manufacture carriers within the production line using wireless embedded devices equipped by inertial sensors. Therefore, the main objective of this research was to focus primarily for a feasibility of this project with given technology and right this feasibility was by this research finally also successfully proved as was described in the conclusions. This thesis work somehow opened doors to new promising area of wireless sensor application and give a potential for next growth and experiments. Therefore, there is going to be proposed in next paragraph a possible direction in which a future work might go.

One of the possible ways how to continue in this research would be better utilization of resulting data from this research. Since the developed localization algorithm provides complete information about all pallet movements and locations throughout the process, it would be very convenient to use this information not only for passive monitoring as is done in this research but as valuable data source for active process control, too. Nowadays process mining seems to be one of the most convenient tools for active management and control. The process mining has potential to build brand new process model just based on those data, it can provides conformance checking, in which the real process is compared with model outputs or process mining can also actively modify and redesign process model based on data from this work to increase overall process efficiency. Therefore the utilization of process mining is proposed to be next and most convenient step in this research.
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APPENDIX A: USER MANUAL FOR GUI

Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides operator a functional interface for not only pallet monitoring but also for a control and dynamic interaction with the process of pallet localization. There are available four different GUI environments or web pages for operator disposal, each serving for specific purpose – welcome page, design page, online monitoring page and offline monitoring page. The GUI is called APIS and stands for Advanced Pallet Information System.

Welcome Page

Welcome Page is a home page of developed GUI serving at the same time as the main finger-post referring to all constituent subpages, too. Its appearance is captured in Figure A.1, where labelled circles represent buttons to the individual subpages. The user can choose by clicking on appropriate bubble from three different modes:

- Design new line – designing brand new map of conveyor system
- Real-time monitoring – real-time tracking of pallets
- Offline monitoring – offline tracking of pallets based on event stored in database

![Figure A.1 Welcome Page of APIS with three bubbles that creates hyperlinks to page of Real-time monitoring, Offline monitoring and Design of new line](image)

Design Page

Design page is an interface for development of own process model represented by a map of the conveyor system. The process of map design consists of two phases – a map structure design and a parameter design located in the page in two separate tab panels.

Map structure design – it is a first phase of map modelling, where user builds a raw structure of a conveyor system as a combination of well-defined blocks similarly to LEGO principle as shown in Figure A.1. The building blocks are available in block panel and each type represents certain section of conveyor system such as right turn, left turn, straight and others. Summary of all available blocks is listed Table A.1. Block by block is placed into arbitrary position in building area by simple drag and drop operation. If necessary there is also a possibility to rotate all blocks to desired orientation by clicking Rotate button. If a map is completed, its identification name must be inserted and the map is saved by pressing save button. As soon as the map is saved to server, the map designer can jump into second phase – Parameter Design.

Figure A.2 The Structure design tab of Design page – a) active tab, b) building area, c) building blocks panel
### Table A.1 List of building blocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Conveyor representation description</th>
<th>Icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT</td>
<td>Straight section of conveyor</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT TURN</td>
<td>Right turn of angle 90°</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT TURN</td>
<td>Left turn of angle 90°</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT Y-JUNCTION</td>
<td>Junction where pallet can continue either straight or turn 30° to the right</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT Y-CONNECTION</td>
<td>Connection which a pallet can reach either by straight movement or by right turn from side</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT 30° TURN</td>
<td>Diagonal section of conveyor section that follows RIGHT Y-JUNCTION</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT LONG TURN</td>
<td>Right 90° turn - differs to RIGHT TURN in size and represents longer section of turning. The reason is better map alignment to real conveyor system</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Icon" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parameter Design** – it is the second phase of map design that is not mandatory for building of sufficient working map, but it is a phase that specifies the map a bit more to allow localization algorithm to work better. During Parameter Design an operator can freely change parameters of each block by simple clicking on particular block and setting appropriate properties from option panel. For each block three possible properties can be set – *Stop*, *RFID* and *WS*, of which description can be found in Table A.2. Anytime if necessary, there is a possibility to go back to Structure design and modify the map of which blocks are kept in building area. However, if the save button in map Structure design is pressed, all Parameter design properties will be lost.

### Table A.2 Additional block properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Property description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Defines a block, where pallet is supposed to stop, mostly by a stopper. Algorithm uses this information to distinguish better between pallet stop caused by a stopper or by accident (obstacle, conveyor failure etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>Defines a block that is equipped by RFID reader, which provides helps pallet localization after receiving an RFID event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>Defines block “membership” to certain workstation which is part of. Having this property allow algorithm to assign pallet, occupying certain block, to appropriate workstation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this manner, each block by block is parameterized and immediately saved by saved button. The change is confirmed by visual representation as might be seen in Figure A.3, where a group of blocks were assigned to Workstation 1 are thus those blocks are embodied into purple rectangular to show borders of the workstation.

Finally, even though the map is already saved in server, there is also possibility to export the map into single URL string for storage purposes. Thus, if server crushes the map can be restored again by just inserting the URL string into a web browser command line. (Only in case of a new designed map, FASTory line is pre-coded and loaded always automatically with server start). Now the model map is ready to be used.

![Figure A.3 The Parameter Design tab of Design Page: a) active tab, b) property setup area, c) working area, d) example of workstation membership representation](image)

**Real-time monitoring Page**

This web page serves as a main interface for real-time monitoring and control of pallet localization system and can be seen in Figure A.4. The page consists of two main distinguishable areas a *Monitoring area* and *Control area*.

**Monitoring area** – monitoring area truly dominates the page. It is the main visualization element, where the map of conveyor system is displayed as well as the locations of all the pallets. To improve human readability and overall visualization credibility, there is also a background image of CAD model of the real production line displayed behind the map that matches in dimensions with the designed map. In a case that a different production line is designed and monitored than the FASTory line, of which image is available, there is a possibility to hide the image to do not confuse operator.
Pallets are represented in the monitoring area by a line of colourful circles, where a head symbolizes current pallet position and following circles are creating a tail symbolizing a historical pallet track. The diameter of circles is getting smaller from the head towards the track tail. The length of the tail can be freely chosen from 1 (only head) up to 20 by intuitive slider adjustment located in Control area.

![Figure A.4 Example of real-time monitoring page](image)

There are available two visualization modes how a pallet can be displayed in Monitoring area. The basic mode is a time mode, where a time spent by a pallet in each position is represented by a smooth change of circle colour. Hence, when a pallet enters a block, the circle has green colour but while the time runs and pallet does not move, the colour is changing into orange and later to red colour. The time mode with long tracking path is a perfect tool for analysis of pallet dynamics because an operator can easily distinguish where each pallet stopped, got delayed and which section of conveyor part was smoothly ridden. Information about pallet delays can also serve to determine production line bottlenecks, but such a tool would be out of scope of this thesis. Example of time mode is illustrated in Figure A.5.

Efficiency mode is another visualization mode that graphically displays the efficiency of event generation. As was already said, every block of map is defined by certain number of input events – the events that would be received in ideal case when a pallet enters the block. The difference between ideal case and real one is represented by colour change as follows. No event missing means the circle is displayed in green colour, one missing event in orange and two and more missing events in red colour. The efficiency mode gives an overview how well the events are generated, in which section of line a sensor has difficulties of event generation and in fact also to graphically recognize whether the pallet tracking is actually effective or not.
Inseparable part of monitoring area is also an Event area. Event area shows a line of received events, represented by appropriate icons, for one chosen pallet in order they were received. Their graphical representation in Event area is shown in Figure A.6.

Control area – in control area of the page there are located all adjusting elements that an operator needs to interact with localization algorithm. They are arranged in dedicated panels called Information panel, Control panel, Variables panel and Display panel and next paragraphs will bring their description.

The Information panel, which is shown in Figure A.7, displays information of all pallet properties that serve for pallet movement analysis. List of included properties is presented in Table A.3.
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Table A.3 Description of elements shown in information panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Overall efficiency is calculated as a percentage ratio between total amount of input events and real amount of events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Pallet identification number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>Actual workstation in which the pallet is located</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laps</td>
<td>Number of laps, the pallet did since was introduced to the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Actual pallet position in millimetres measured from upper left corner of production line (WS8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lap complete</td>
<td>A time of last complete lap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lap time</td>
<td>A time of actual lap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>Total time of pallet movement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Control panel shown in Figure A.7 has the same function as a remote control for TV. With its help an artificial pallet can be introduced to the system as well as it is possible to generate artificial events. This panel serves primarily for testing purposes and during normal monitoring phase it should not be used. The artificial pallet is created by writing its ID into text box in the centre of navigation star (a number 172 is displayed there) and then by pressing arbitrary events. If a user wants to use RFID event, a necessary name of workstation must be inserted into text box on the right of RFID button in format WSx, where x is a number of workstation. Furthermore, besides event button there are also two special buttons. The button Reset calls a reset function in server that deletes all stored values of model and restores its initial state. There is also a button Calibration that initialize a manual calibration process – recalculation of all process coefficients based on calculated overall efficiency.

Figure A.7 Example of Information panel and Control panel
The purpose of Variables panel is to provide general overview of all process model coefficients. The user can freely change arbitrary coefficient in order to improve the process. For each coefficient, there is available a text box, where a user can write down a desired value. Right next to it, there are two numbers, the first black number represents current value of the coefficient stored in model while the grey number in square brackets informs a user about initial value of the coefficient before any change was done. In a Table A.4 a list of all adjustable coefficients is presented together with their description and initial values. In addition, in Figure A.8 there is shown a graphical representation of Variables panel.

**Table A.4 List of all adjustable process coefficients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subpanel</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Initial value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Eve 1</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>First initializing event necessary to bring pallet to 50% of initialization process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve 2</td>
<td>UNDEFINED</td>
<td>Second initializing event necessary to bring pallet to 75% of initialization process (initially skipped)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve 3</td>
<td>UNDEFINED</td>
<td>Third initializing event necessary to bring pallet to 100% of initialization process (initially skipped)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>A value of forward coefficient of $C_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>A value of backward coefficient of $C_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Used Way</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>A value of coefficient $C_h$, representing used path or way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching size</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>How many block forward should algorithm search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>How many block backwards should algorithm search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Move time</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>Time in milliseconds for generating of TIME event, in other words, how long it takes to pallet to get from one block to another block – pallet speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>History check</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>How many blocks backward in direction of pallet should be checked for missing events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.8 Example of Variables panel

Display panel that is shown in Figure A.9 is used for visualization control in Monitoring area. With it help, a user can adjust arbitrary display properties. It consists of four sliders, two list boxes and one label and for better lucidity, their list and description is going to be again presented in Table A.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjusting element</th>
<th>Description of function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time/Eff</td>
<td>Switch between time mode and efficiency mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>Enabling or disabling visualization of a map of blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGND</td>
<td>Enabling or disabling visualization of background image of production line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallet number</td>
<td>Pallet number selection – in case of one pallet in system, only its number is listed there, if more pallets are in system, then besides their numbers also an option all is added to list box in order to track all pallets at the same time – however for this scenario time or efficiency mode is disabled and pallets are displayed in random colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line maps</td>
<td>Production line selection – names of all maps stored in system are listed there, by picking a map for the list, the server map as well as the map in monitoring area is automatically refreshed, updated but all new configuration data that were saved for the particular map are lost. By default there is available a line called FASTory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail slider</td>
<td>Intuitive slider for adjusting a length of pallet tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification label</td>
<td>The label serves as a room for displaying all important notifications – confirmations, errors etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Offline Monitoring Page

The Offline monitoring page illustrated in Figure A.10 is an interface that serves for retrospective purposes, when a user is for some reason interested in a special event that occurred in a past. For instance, in a case of lost pallet, the user can check at exactly which place and at what time the pallet got lost what should contribute with high probability to its discovery. Another example can be a case of a defective product, when a pallet with the product can be traced back into the history in order to check whether the pallet accomplished all necessary workstations or not. The appearance of the web page is shown in Figure A.10.

The control of Offline Monitoring Page is very simple and since the monitoring area and vast majority of control area of this page is similar to Real-time Monitoring page, the emphasis is going to be put mainly on those adjusting elements that are specific for this page.

Figure A.9 Display panel

Figure A.10 Offline Monitoring Page
The entry point for this page is a Control panel shown in Figure A.11, where all functions for retrospective monitoring are located and which is shown in. In a top part of the panel, there are two text fields, where a user chooses freely a desired time period in the past. By pressing “Load” button, the request is sent to the server, which extracts from a database all stored events for the time period and makes retrospective calculation of pallet locations. As a result a single JSON object with all pallet locations and their timestamps is created and sent back to the web page. Internal algorithm of the web page parses it and displays it to the user. Both adjustable speed of monitoring and position in the time period are functions that should help a user to find desired target in longer time period. As soon as the button “START” is pressed the retrospective monitoring is started and its virtual time is displayed in a black rectangular in the bottom of the page. A user can whenever stop the monitoring by pressing “STOP” button: Repeatable request to server for new data is allowed.

![Control Panel of Offline Monitoring Page](image)

*Figure A.11 Control Panel of Offline Monitoring Page*